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1.

INTRODUCTION

This report has been prepared by Urbis on behalf of our client Edge Visionary Living (Edge) to support its
proposed apartment development (‘The Dunes’) at lot 500, Reserve Street, Scarborough (the subject site).
The proposed $120m development incorporates:


258 apartments.



Two buildings of 15 and 18 storeys, set on two separate podiums divided by a publicly accessible vehicle
and pedestrian accessway.



A café, restaurant/wine bar and two retail/kiosk tenancies.



A range of community benefits including 150 public car parking bays integrated with and directly
accessible from the Esplanade car park, a publicly accessible road through the centre of the site
providing access for the adjoining residents to the north, a public corner park, a public viewing platform, a
bookable community room, public amenities, and public restrooms. The development will also achieve a
5 star Green Star rating and provide 15% affordable/NDIS housing.



Organic, relaxed built form architecture that is consistent with the local coastal context and aesthetic.

This report:


Outlines the details and characteristics of the subject site.



Provides an overview of the proposed development.



Provides a comprehensive assessment of the proposal against the applicable planning framework.



Outlines the clear and fair justification for variations sought from the applicable planning framework,
particularly in relation to height.

This report should be considered in conjunction with the full development application package which is
comprised of:


DA Cover Report prepared by Hillam Architects and Edge.



Architectural Drawings prepared by Hillam Architects and associated 3D digital model.



Landscape Strategy prepared by REALMstudios.



Transport Impact Statement prepared by Cardno.



Waste Management Report prepared by Tallis.



Acoustic Assessment by Stantec.



ESD Report prepared by Cundall.



Wind Analysis prepared by Windtech.



Community Needs Analysis, Place Strategy, Preliminary Public Art Plan and Engagement Outcomes
reports prepared by Element.



Universal Access Statement prepared by Milestone Certifiers.

The lodgement documentation was confirmed as acceptable with DevelopmentWA prior to lodgement.
The proposal is consistent with the objectives of the Scarborough Redevelopment Scheme (the scheme) and
the Design Intent of the Scarborough Redevelopment Area Design Guidelines (the design guidelines) and is
capable and worthy of approval.
The development will facilitate the comprehensive redevelopment of a site sold by the State Government as
a major development opportunity. The proposal represents a major investment and industry response to
government and private investment. The Dunes will continue Scarborough’s transformation into a
contemporary beach destination – transforming a surface car park into new residences, new commercial
outlets and a range of new public spaces.
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2.

THE SUBJECT SITE

2.1.

LOT DETAILS

The land affected by the proposed development is outlined in Table 1.
Table 1 Affected Land
Lot/Plan

Proprietor

Lot Area

Works

Note

500 on P413012

State of WA

6,442sq.m.

All main works and
structures are proposed
on this lot.

Refer to s2.4.

This verge area will be
upgraded into a public
corner park. It is
intended that the strata
company will maintain
the corner park. The
verge area to be
upgraded represents a
small portion of the
Public Road lot.

Whilst these works are
considered capable of
approval via a Verge
Permit, the City has
provided landowner
consent out of caution.

Land ID 3333949
Public Road (The
Esplanade /
Reserve Street)

State of WA
under care
and control of
the City of
Stirling.

3,119sq.m.

The Department of
Planning, Lands and
Heritage (DPLH) has
provided landowner
consent.

The Certificate of Title, Deposited Plan and easement document associated with the main title are provided
at Appendix C.

2.2.

LOCATION

The subject site does not have a current street address. The subject site is in the City of Stirling local
government area and the Scarborough Redevelopment Area.
The subject site is approximately 12km north-west of the Perth CBD, and 4.5km west of the Stirling City
Centre. At its closest point, the subject site is less than 175m east of the Indian Ocean shoreline at
Scarborough Beach, and is less 450m north of the Scarborough Beach Clock Tower.

2.3.

EXISTING DEVELOPMENT AND FEATURES

The subject site is currently predominantly utilised for public car parking purposes. The surface car park,
managed by the City of Stirling, contains approximately 125 bays.
The car park is in fair condition and has limited vegetation. A variety of non-significant trees in surrounding
verges border the site. The western third of the subject site is undeveloped and contains shrubland.
The site slopes significantly downward from east to west (toward the ocean) by 11.5m or the equivalent of
approximately three storeys.
A public access easement is in place over part of the lot. This easement effectively covers the existing public
car park, including a pedestrian accessway which connects the car park to The Esplanade car park.
Partly due to the subject site formerly being part of Reserve Street, two adjacent properties rely on vehicle,
service and pedestrian access via the subject site. This includes Oceanview Apartments (1 Reserve Street)
and Bluewater (5 Reserve Street). Oceanview Apartments does not have any road frontage, whereas
Bluewater does front West Coast Highway, and has a pedestrian entrance to that road.
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2.4.

ACCESS

The subject site has frontage to West Coast Highway, Reserve Street and The Esplanade.
Reserve Street and The Esplanade are classified by Main Roads WA (MRWA) as an Access Road whilst
West Coast Highway is a Primary Distributor.
The scheme identifies West Coast Highway as a Primary Regional Road. The scheme map reflects the
Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) as it used to apply to the area, including an approximately 3m
encroachment of that road reservation into the eastern boundary of the subject site.
The Scarborough Beach Bus Station, 450m south of the subject site, provides frequent bus services to a
range of destinations including Karrinyup, Glendalough and Stirling train stations (via the Stirling City
Centre), as well to the CBD.

2.5.

LAND SALE

DPLH sought expressions of interest for the subject site in early 2020. Edge is under contract to purchase
the site, subject to planning approval. Post that transfer, the subject site will become a regular, green title lot
under private ownership.
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Figure 1 – Aerial Plan
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Figure 2 – Cadastral Plan
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Figure 3 - Regional Location
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Figure 4 - Location Plan
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3.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

The proposed development is outlined in Table 2.

3.1.

OVERVIEW

Table 2 Overview of Proposed Development
Issue

Information

Note

Demolition

All existing vegetation and works on site
will be demolished/removed.

Street trees in adjacent verges may
be impacted during construction.

Proposed
Development

A two-building apartment development is
proposed, with some commercial venues
at lower levels and a variety of public
facilities and spaces.

N/A.

Apartments

A total of 258 apartments are proposed,
including:

N/A.



37 one-bedroom apartments.



115 two-bedroom apartments.



67 three-bedroom apartments.



39 affordable/NDIS apartments, all
studios or one-bedroom apartments.

Commercial

Four commercial tenancies are proposed
– a café (with incidental retail) at The
Esplanade car park level, a
restaurant/wine bar on level 1, and two
tenancies adjacent to the public lookout
intended to be used for health and
wellbeing services.

All tenancies are located at the
south-western corner of the subject
site.

Height

A 15 and 18 storey building are proposed,
with a 2-4 level podium.

The height (in storeys) varies from
where on the site it is measured due
to the substantial slope from east to
west.

Vehicle Access

All vehicle access for residents is via an
open-air private road off Reserve Street
that will split the subject site, with
entrance to basements at the western
edge of the site via this private road.

N/A.

Pedestrian Access

A residential lobby is provided for each
building to Reserve Street.

Some direct access to units is
possible where located on the
ground floor.

Pedestrian access for residents to the
beach is also provided to The Esplanade.
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Issue

Information

Note

Access for Adjacent
Properties

Full pedestrian and vehicle access is
maintained to Oceanview Apartments and
Bluewater via the proposed open-air
private road.

The existing public access easement
will require modification/replacement
to accommodate the changed
access arrangements for adjacent
properties.

Appropriate allowance has been made for
large service vehicles, including for waste
collection and in the design of private
road. Allowance has also been made for
construction vehicles/equipment, as a
direct result of consultation with
Oceanview Apartments owners.

Access will be maintained at all
times through any construction
processes.

Resident Car
Parking

A total of 371 car bays are provided for
the residents, with an additional 65 visitor
bays.

N/A.

Public Car Parking

A total of 150 public car parking bays are
proposed, with access from The
Esplanade car park at the western
boundary of the subject site.

The car park will be managed by the
City of Stirling.

Bicycle Parking

The development proposes:

N/A.



258 bicycle bays for residents.

 25 bicycle bays for the public (and for
use by the commercial tenancies).
Resident Amenities

A wide range of resident amenities are
proposed including:


An outdoor swimming pool and
adjacent pavilions, gardens and
cabanas.



A gym, sauna and steam room.



A variety of lounges and dining
spaces and a cinema room.



Direct beach access via The
Esplanade, including showers,
changerooms, and surfboard/water
sport equipment storage.
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Residential amenities are
concentrated on level 2 in stage 1 of
the development.
Stage 2 residents will be able to
access that level directly via a bridge
between the two podiums.
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Issue

Information

Note

Public Spaces and
Amenities

Several spaces and facilities will be
publicly accessible including:

N/A.
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The aforementioned café, which is
intended to incorporate an ancillary
retail component for the sale of
beachwear and related equipment.



The aforementioned elevated
restaurant/wine bar.



The aforementioned commercial
tenancies adjacent the public lookout.



The aforementioned public car
parking facility.



Public toilets adjacent to the café.



Lockers for public hire adjacent to the
café, some of which are capable of
storing surfboards and other water
sports equipment.



A public viewing platform on Reserve
Street.



A general purpose bookable
community room, including associated
kitchen and back of house facilities.
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4.

PLANNING FRAMEWORK ASSESSMENT

4.1.

MASTER PLAN

The Scarborough Beach Master Plan (the Master Plan) sets out the broad strategic intent and vision for the
redevelopment area.
The proposed redevelopment responds to the Master Plan in the following ways:


The development will contribute to Scarborough’s transformation into its historical place as an iconic
beachfront destination. The development represents a major investment and vote of confidence and
response to the significant government investment and private investment that has already taken place in
the area. The Master Plan states that Scarborough is to be remarkable and iconic and ‘not afraid to make
a statement’. The proposed buildings respond to that sentiment and incorporate a range of notable
architectural features, including a public viewing platform where locals and visitors can view the beach
and sunset in a novel new way.



The development responds to all the redevelopment objectives, including sense of place, economic
wellbeing, urban efficiency, connectivity, social inclusion and environmental integrity. These are
addressed in the detail in the following sections. Highlights include coastal architectural influenced by the
movement of sand dunes, generously sized apartments and communal areas with attention to good
design principles and the creation of new public spaces and hospitality venues.



The development responds to key success factors in the Master Plan such as delivering innovative built
form design, improving perceptions of safety, rationalising beachfront parking (by providing 150 sheltered
public car parking bays), and by capitalising on a landmark site. The subject site is noted as a potential
area for high quality infill development investment of an underutilised site and the proposed development
fulfills that intent.



The development will provide new hospitality venues to the locality, responding to the Master Plan’s call
for new village nodes to service local needs. The venues in the development will fill an immediate gap in
availability of hospitality options in the northern part of the beachfront precinct.



The development responds to the higher level planning principles of the Gateway Precinct in the Master
Plan by:



‒

Providing for high density residential development as intended and contributing to dwelling and
commercial/retail floorspace targets.

‒

Providing high quality and light built form with a strong landscape focus.

‒

Limiting setbacks at lower levels and setting back taller building elements from the street, and
providing a substantial separation between the two buildings.

‒

Consolidating all vehicle entry to the site via crossover via the open-air private road that will split the
site, in addition to the separate public car park entrance directly integrated into The Esplanade car
park.

‒

Providing direct pedestrian access from proposed commercial tenancies and residential lobbies to
activate the street.

‒

Not proposing any visible car parking to the street, with all car parking screened or provided in
basements.

‒

Providing extensive additional passive surveillance to all road frontages and by creating a new midblock link and extensive balconies to all frontages and boundaries.

The development assists in rationalising public car parking on the beachfront by providing more
integrated public car parking directly from existing The Esplanade car park, enhancing the efficient use
and turnover of public car parking, and by maximising convenient access to car parking supply.
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Figure 5 - Master Plan
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4.2.

SCARBOROUGH REDEVELOPMENT SCHEME

4.2.1. Objectives
The scheme sets out objectives to guide decision-making and development in the redevelopment area.
Table 3 outlines the proposed development’s alignment with those objectives.
Table 3 - Redevelopment Scheme Objectives

Objective

Description

Comment

Sense of Place
Quality Public Realm



The proposed development creates a quality
public realm in various ways including through
providing commercial activation to Reserve Street
and The Esplanade, generous landscaping to all
frontages, and new public spaces that will
diversify local recreation and leisure
opportunities.

Local Character



Create development which respects, responds to
and builds upon the existing coastal lifestyle and
character of Scarborough and its community;
protecting, maintaining and enhancing view
corridors to the coast.

The architecture of the proposed development is
influenced by the coastal environment and
aesthetic.



The outdoor and recreational nature of the coast
lifestyle is replicated in the generous residential
amenities, including outdoor pool and
cabanas/pavilions.



The enjoyment of the coast is enhanced by the
proposed public lookout facility and proposed
commercial hospitality venues.



The proposed buildings are consistent with the
bulk allowed for in the planning framework, and
two buildings are proposed instead of the three
allowed for reduce view impacts to the coast.



The proposed development incorporates a
softened and relaxed built form whilst providing a
significant gateway development to the
Scarborough foreshore.



Whilst the development is seeking additional
bonus height, podiums are low in scale, and the
overall built form is substantially reduced in scale
due to being split by an open-air private road.



The proposed landscaping and in-ground site
coverage is generous, and complemented by
landscaping on the podium levels.

Planning, design, development and management
of places and spaces that contributes to the
vitality, amenity, comfort and safety of the public
realm which is attractive to all people.

Quality Architecture and Urban Design
Create visually attractive development, with high
quality design, a diverse but architecturally
urban-coastal character, well-integrated
landscaping and appropriately scaled
streetscapes and other elements.
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Objective

Description

Activation

Comment


The proposed commercial tenancies, public
spaces (including the public look out and corner
park) will activate the surrounding streets, as will
the residential lobbies and significant number of
apartments on the ground level and looking over
the street.



The development will replace a surface car park
with new commercial tenancies and homes for
hundreds of people. Residents will further
activate the precinct, and the new public spaces
which are predominantly outdoors will contribute
to the local atmosphere and diversity of
experiences.



The public car parking facility will contribute to the
overall usability of the precinct.

Liveability



A high quality of life is facilitated by
accommodating a diversity of land uses, services
and social infrastructure in a compatible and
complimentary manner, with high levels of
amenity.

The apartments have been designed thoughtfully,
with generous living spaces and expansive
communal areas for indoor and outdoor use.



The development accommodates a beach
lifestyle, with direct access to the beach via The
Esplanade, generous bicycle parking facilities,
and changerooms, showers and water sport
equipment storage for residents.



The commercial tenancies will also accommodate
some of the residents’ needs, in addition to
existing local and nearby commercial and
community services.



The architecture has been influenced by the
movement of sand in the coastal dunes and has
an overall coastal aesthetic.



The development assists in Scarborough’s return
as an iconic beachfront destination – a position it
has had through Perth’s history. This is achieved
by the vitality that will be provided by hundreds of
new residents, new public facilities including the
public lookout and beach lockers, and dedicated
beach lifestyle amenities for residents.

Increasing activation to public spaces and adding
vitality through active ground floor uses and
integration between the public and private realm
to attract residents, workers and visitors to
Scarborough.
Local Assets
Development and enhancement of key focal
points within Scarborough providing for
community events, outdoor activities and social
engagement.

Heritage
Interpretation of the themes surrounding places,
people and stories no longer physically evident.

14
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Objective

Description

Environment

Comment


The development will replace a surface car park
with a new high density residential development,
representing an overall more sustainable
approach to housing supply that takes advantage
of existing services and facilities.



The development will achieve a 5-star Green Star
rating, and has been designed with strong
consideration of cross ventilation and solar
access that improve occupant amenity and
energy efficiency.



Extensive use of water sensitive planting has also
been proposed.



The development will not impact any heritage
assets or places, however will replace the public
car parking on-site with a new sheltered and
more modern facility.



The extensive communal facilities will provide
spaces for residents to interact and recreate,
noting the facilities are shared across the two
stages. The commercial tenancies and public
spaces will also provide opportunities for social
interaction.



The development will enhance the overall
presentation of Scarborough by ‘filling in’ a major,
effectively vacant development site.



The public lookout will provide an interesting
space for tourists and locals, as will the corner
park.



The proposed café and restaurant/wine bar will
also expand the hospitality offering in the locality.



The development will facilitate the comprehensive
redevelopment of a site sold by the State
Government as a major development opportunity.
The proposal represents a major investment and
industry response to government and private
investment.



The development facilitates residential and
commercial land uses within walking distance of
regular, established bus routes.

Protection and enhancement of the natural
environment.

Intergenerational Equity
Providing a quality urban environment and
protecting community assets, heritage places
and natural resources for future generations.
Health and Wellbeing
Development that facilitates physical and social
health and wellbeing contributing to a safe and
comfortable environment for all people through
providing a high level of walkability and diverse
opportunities for social interaction.
Economic Wellbeing
Tourism Services
Increased provision of tourism related industries,
including short-stay accommodation, servicing a
diverse visitor market and promoting the urban
renewal of Scarborough.

Investment Opportunities
Aid in the revitalisation of Scarborough as an
attractive and sustainable coastal destination
through the attraction of local and international
investment.
Connectivity and Diversity
Encourage development close to transit corridors
that provides a high quality public realm and a
mix of land uses to promote the exchange of
ideas between people and businesses.

URBIS
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Objective

Description

Comment

Business and Employment Growth



Increased business activity establishes a critical
mass of employment, services and economic
activity, enhancing Scarborough’s liveability and
competitiveness; create diversity of land use and
development which contributes to a range of
enhanced employment and residential
opportunities in Scarborough.

The proposed café and restaurant/wine bar will
establish new businesses and employment in the
locality, and the new public spaces and residents
will supporting existing businesses and events.



The development will enhance Scarborough’s
growing profile as a desirable place to live.

Live and Work



A broad variety of apartment types and sizes is
proposed, including 15% affordable/NDIS
housing.



The development will have suitable access to
high speed internet infrastructure.

Resource Efficiency



Minimise the ecological footprint of building and
lifestyles through density, diversity and efficiency
in the urban environment.

The proposal represents a major brownfield
development that takes advantage of existing
services and infrastructure.



The development will minimise resource use due
to its proposed 5 star Green Star rating.

Integration



The proposed development maintains access to
adjoining properties, including allowance for
services vehicles and potential future
redevelopment.



Vehicle access for the public car park is
integrated with the existing adjacent public car
park, and all other vehicle access is via the openair private street (with access points into the
building hidden from view).



The commercial tenancies and residential lobbies
directly connect to adjacent streets.



A variety of land uses and public spaces are
proposed will broaden the appeal of Scarborough
to local and visitors.

Deliver a diverse range of housing choices,
providing the opportunity for people to live, work
and play in Scarborough.
Communication Networks
Encourage the progressive upgrade of data
connectivity to ensure effective virtual
connections locally and internationally.

Urban Efficiency

Ensure efficient integration of development with
adjoining areas and the transport network.

Diversity
Diversity of land use and development
contributes to enhanced residential and
employment opportunities and promotes the
revitalisation of Scarborough as a metropolitan
attractor.
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Objective

Description

Infrastructure Efficiency

Comment


The scale of the proposal represents the efficient
use of a scarce vacant redevelopment site in
Scarborough. The increased scale will yield a
greater amount of investment and residents in the
locality.

Connectivity



Develop a range of transport networks for visitors
and commuters that facilitate access to and from
Scarborough and promote the use of sustainable
transport modes such as cycling, walking and
public transit options.

The proposal will substantially improve the
amenity of adjacent streets via improved
landscaping and passive surveillance.



The integration with the Esplanade car park and
open-air street minimises crossovers to the
adjacent streets.



Residents will be provided with substantial bicycle
parking facilities.



The public will also benefit from bicycle parking
facilities and end of trip facilities.



The proposed development represents a major
increase in housing in close proximity to frequent
public transport services. The public car parking
will maintain travel options for the precinct.

Walking and Cycling



Accessible by active transport modes (walkable &
bikeable) through high levels of amenity, safety
and permeability throughout the Scheme area.

The open-air street maintains a high level of
amenity for adjacent properties for all modes of
travel.



The development will substantially improve the
amenity of adjacent streets via activation, passive
surveillance and improved streetscapes.

Alternatives to Car Use



In addition to providing substantial bicycle
storage, the development will intensity
Scarborough and help support existing and future
public transport services.



The provided transport report demonstrates that
the proposal has no adverse impacts on the
surrounding transport network and will function
appropriately.



As noted, the proposed development represents
an efficient use of land with a broad mix of
transport options available.

Provides improved efficiency (cost effectiveness)
in infrastructure services, community facilities
and services.
Connectivity

Land Use and Transport Integration
Development and transport systems support
each other to create an efficient and successful
urban environment.

Development will facilitate non-car based forms
of travel, such as bus, cycling and walking, and
the potential for future light rail.
Equity of Access
Provide travel networks that are accessible by all.

Transit Integrated Development
Contemporary transport planning and design
principles are used to develop appropriate land
uses and population densities around well
designed transport corridors.
Social Inclusion

URBIS
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Objective

Description

Place Making

Comment


A mix of land uses and public spaces are
proposed. Care has been taken to enhance the
street environment and make provision for public
use and to integrate elements like public art.



The overall design will enhance the character of
Scarborough as Perth’s premier beachfront
development node.



Refer to previous commentary.

Inclusive Design



Development is designed to help children, youth,
seniors, indigenous people, minority groups and
people with disabilities feel included and
connected to Scarborough.

The proposed development includes new
hospitality venues and public spaces that are
available for all members of the community to
enjoy.



A range of apartment types is proposed, including
the provision of 15% affordable/NDIS housing.

Diversity



Refer to previous commentary.

Activation



Promotion of key locations within the Scheme
Area as destinations for community events,
ongoing place activation, recreation, socialising
and leisure spaces.

The proposed development will activate the
locality through new hospitality venues, new
public spaces and by injecting hundreds of new
residents.



The proposed public car parking bays will also
maintain accessibility to the beachfront.

Healthy Design



Develop green spaces and urban public spaces
in strategic locations throughout Scarborough to
provide opportunities for active and passive
recreation, and community activities.

The proposed new corner park and public
lookout, as well as other community rooms will
provide space for new active and passive
recreation.



Generous landscaping is provided in setback
areas along all street frontages, and upper level
landscaping provides a significant injection of
greenery into the locality.



The development will achieve a 5-star Green Star
rating, refer to the supplied ESD report.



The development provides for a significant scale
of housing that represents an efficient use of a
scarce vacant redevelopment site in
Scarborough.

Creation of high quality sustainable places is
underpinned by facilitating a diverse range of
land uses, housing types, buildings, events and
transportation options that meet the needs of a
wide demographic.
Choice and Accessibility
Development facilitates choice and access in
housing, employment, leisure and transport, for a
wide range of people’s needs and interests.

Provide a diverse range of housing types and
tenures, commercial, cultural, leisure and
transport options to create opportunities for
everyone to live, work, and play within
Scarborough.

Environmental Integrity
Ecological Footprint
Encourage and facilitate development which is
consistent with efficient use of energy and the
minimisation of greenhouse gas emissions.
Efficient Use of Land
Redevelopment and urban infill provides
improved efficiency in land and resource use.
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Objective

Description

Environmentally Sensitive Design

Comment


The development will achieve a 5-star Green Star
rating, refer to the supplied ESD report.



The development will achieve a 5-star Green Star
rating, refer to the supplied ESD report.



The development will achieve a 5-star Green Star
rating, refer to the supplied ESD report.



The development will involving the clearing of
some vegetation; however this vegetation does
not have any particular ecological significance or
value.



A significant amount of deep soil zone planting is
proposed, as well as corner park and landscaping
on the podium level.



The development includes storage for bicycles
and is located close to existing public transport
services and will support the provision of future
additional services.

Site Responsive Design



Refer to previous commentary.

Development responds to the site and
environmental constraints and reduces ‘heat
island’ impact in urban areas.



The development responds smartly to site
attributes including a significant level difference
by maintaining appropriate frontages and
activation/surveillance to all streets.

Building design, construction, refurbishment and
operation ensures resource efficiency and
minimises use of non-renewable resources and
the production of waste, pollution and other
damaging emissions.
Water Sensitive Design
Encourage and facilitate development which
reduces demand on natural water resources and
promotes water reuse and recycling.
Natural Environments
Development responds to the natural coastal
environment of Scarborough beach and assists
in the protection of the natural environment and
the management of groundwater and drainage.
Mitigation of Urban Heat Island Effect
Conservation of existing mature trees on public
and private land, and new plantings within deep
soil zones to allow for growth.
Alternative Transport
Development incorporates innovative
technologies that support non-private car-based
forms of transport, including bus, cycling and
walking, and the potential for future light rail.
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4.2.2. Scheme Precinct and Land Use
The subject site falls within the Gateway Precinct in the scheme. The Gateway Precinct is split into two parts,
being the northern and southern gateway to the Esplanade Precinct which forms the core of the beachfront.
The subject site is at the southern boundary of the northern Gateway Precinct.
The proposed development is consistent with the intent for the Gateway Precinct as set out in the scheme
because:


It will create a major sense of arrival (and departure) for the beachfront by establishing a significant
development with a coastal aesthetic will be in a significant landscape setting within and around the
subject site.



It will cater to high density residential development as intended.



It allows for potential road widening on West Coast Highway, by allowing for a 3m encroachment into the
eastern boundary of the subject site, if and when required in accordance with the Scheme Map.



The development is lesser in scale than existing and future development in the Esplanade Precinct,
providing a transition away from the beachfront core to surrounding areas.

The scheme sets out Land Use Permissibility according to each precinct. This is addressed in Table 4.
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Table 4 – Land Use Permissibility in the Gateway Precinct
Proposed Land Use

Permissibility in
Gateway Precinct

Comment

Residential (5A Permanent)

Preferred

Residential is an existing use in the precinct and
is Preferred for future development. The delivery
of high-density residential development is
consistent with the broad scheme objectives, and
intent for the Gateway Precinct.

Contemplated

The Master Plan sets out commercial/retail
floorspace goals for the Gateway Precinct and
encourages the creation of local ‘village’ nodes to
service the needs of residents.

This use applies to all Multiple
Dwelling apartments, and
associated ancillary communal
spaces.
Dining and Entertainment (with
some ancillary Retail
components)
This use applies to both
proposed hospitality outlets.
The lower-level tenancy is a
proposed as Restaurant/Café,
whilst the upper level tenancy
is proposed as a
Restaurant/Café and/or a
Small Bar

The proposed outlets will provide activation to the
locality and fill a gap in the servicing offering in
the immediate precinct.

The café may also have an
incidental retail component.
Community

Contemplated

New community spaces, including the public
lookout, and community room (exact use to be
determined) which will expand access to facilities
in the area, and provide new recreation
opportunities for local and visitors.

Contemplated

Public car parking already exists on the site, and
future provision is required by the sales
agreement for the land, and encouraged by the
Design Guidelines for the redevelopment area.

Contemplated

It is intended that the tenancies will be utilised for
health and wellbeing personal services, such as
beauty services.

This use applies to the
community rooms and spaces
in the development (which
may include Community
Facility / Recreation &
Sporting Facilities / Public
Open Space)
Commercial
This applies to the
Commercial Car Park (public).
Retail
This applies to the ‘kiosk’
tenancies adjacent to the
public lookout.
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Figure 6 - Scheme Map
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Figure 7 - Design Guideline Precincts
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4.3.

SCARBOROUGH DESIGN GUIDELINES

The Scarborough Design Guidelines provide the greatest level of detail in terms of applicable planning
controls to the subject site.
The common guidelines which apply across all areas and precincts in the redevelopment area are outlined
and assessed in Appendix A.
In summary, the proposed development is aligned with most of the relevant standards.
The subject site is in the Gateway West [C] precinct which has a series of specific controls. These are
addressed in Table 5.
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Table 5 - Precinct and Site Specific Guidelines

Requirements

Response

Gateway West Precinct [C]
Design Intent



Gateway West will cater for high density
residential development and short stay
accommodation.

The proposed development will comprise predominantly of
high density residential development.



The proposed development will create a major sense of
arrival (and departure) for the beachfront by establishing a
significant development with a coastal aesthetic and set in
a significant landscape setting within and around the
subject site. The architecture is influenced by the coastal
environment.



The proposed development, is lesser in scale than existing
and future development in the Esplanade Precinct,
providing a transition away from the beachfront core to
surrounding areas.



The proposed development will facilitate a comprehensive,
intensive redevelopment of the underutilised car park on
Reserve Street.



Balconies and terraces are provided at all levels to all
street frontages, including at ground. This includes to the
proposed private road through the site, with balconies and
terraces at ground and upper levels to this accessway,
including to the western side boundary.



No vehicle access is proposed to West Coast Highway.



Vehicle access to the public car parking facility is proposed
via the existing The Esplanade car park.



All other vehicle access is via the proposed private road
through the site, with no ‘traditional’ direct crossovers to
the street proposed.



Vehicle access for adjacent properties will also be shared
via the proposed accessway, meaning all four sites
(including stage 1 and 2 of the proposed development) will
utilise a single crossover to Reserve Street.



Setbacks from The Esplanade car park have been treated
as if they were from a ‘normal’ street

New development must be designed for
primary vehicle access to be taken



The Esplanade extensions are no longer proposed to
proceed.

from the proposed Esplanade
extension. This may require that vehicle
access be provided from West Coast
Highway in the first instance, however
the design must be adaptable for
access to be taken from the road
extension once it has been completed.



As noted, access to the public car parking facility is
proposed via The Esplanade, whilst all other vehicle
access is proposed via Reserve Street.

The physical form should create a
sense of arrival and begin a transition
from the core.
New development should strengthen the
urban coastal character and natural
foreshore.
The long-term intent is for the underutilised car park on Reserve Street to be
redeveloped for a mix of residential,
retail and hospitality uses.
Development Standards
Balconies and terraces shall be
provided at all levels above ground floor
to provide passive surveillance of the
public realm.
Vehicle access from West Coast
Highway shall only be permitted where
there is no alternative option. Access
shall be taken from a right of way,
secondary street, or shared crossover.

For the purpose of calculating required
setbacks, the existing dual use path
and future road extensions will be
considered as streets.
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Requirements

Response

Preferred Land Uses



Refer to Table 4.

Ground Floor: Residential, hotel,
serviced apartments.



Permanent residential uses are proposed at ground and on
upper levels, complemented by four commercial tenancies
(Restaurant/Café and/or Small Bar, with incidental Retail,
and Retail for personal services), Community uses (public
lookout and other community facilities), and the
Commercial Car Park (the proposed public car park).



A 3m podium street setback is provided to all street
frontages.

Upper Floors: Residential apartments,
residential townhouses, hotel, serviced
apartments.
Setbacks (Min)
Podium Street Setback: 3m.

There are some minor encroachments to Reserve Street.
These encroachments are negligible and are to maintain
consistent architectural variation for balconies and an
interesting building form.

Podium Side/Rear Setback: 3m.
Upper Levels Street Setback: 6m from
boundary.
Upper Levels Side/Rear Setback: 10m
from boundary.

Overall, the podium street setback intent has been
achieved.


A 3m podium setback to the side/rear boundary has been
achieved to the western boundary with no encroachments.



A 6m street setback for upper levels is largely achieved.
Whilst there some minor encroachments, this is driven by
the organic form of the building and is offset by much
larger setbacks for large parts of the building. The area of
minor encroachments is substantially less than the areas
beyond the 6m setback.



A 10m side setback for upper levels is also primarily
achieved. Some encroachments are proposed, again
largely driven by the organic form of the building. The
encroachments are offset by areas beyond the setback,
particularly for the western building.

Building Heights (Max)



A total of 15 and 18 storeys is proposed.

8 Storey up to 29m (base height)
(potential for additional 4 storeys to a
total of 12 storeys up to 43m.



It is acknowledged this represents a variation in height,
which is based on the significant provision of ‘bonus’
height categories and a range of other public benefits over
and above the specified categories.



The justification for this variation is outlined in section 5 of
this report.
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Requirements

Response

Podium Height (Max)



The proposed podiums are well below the 11.5m
maximum.



The exception is to The Esplanade, where the podium is 4
storeys or 12.9m above NGL at this point of the building.



This outcome is primarily driven by the significant level
difference across the site. The same podium is only 2
storeys at the mid-point of the site. It is considered that a
uniform podium height is the best outcome from a design
perspective, with the alternative being an awkward
appearance where the main building element would be
exposed for a half-level.



The encroachment is considered minor, and more than
offset by the fact that all other parts of the proposed
podium are 2-storeys and well below the 11.5m limit.



The subject site has a lot area of 6,442sq.m.



Site coverage of 68% (4,386sq.m) is proposed. 13.9% of
the site will be utilised for deep-soil planting.



5-star Green Star rating is proposed.

3 Storeys up to 11.5m.

Min Lot Size
100sq.m.
Percentage Site Coverage (Max)
70%.
Authority Sustainability Rating
Tier 3.
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4.4.

DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

The proposed development’s alignment with the Scarborough Redevelopment Area Policies is outlined in
Table 6.
Table 6 Development Policies
Policy

Key Provisions

Response

1 – Green
Building

Tier 3 sites are required to achieve a 4 star
Green Star rating.



The proposed development will
achieve a 5 star Green Star rating.

Various evidence is required at working
drawing and practical completion stages of
the development.



An outline of how this is intended
to be achieved is provided in the
supplied ESD report prepared by
Cundall.

The policy outlines standards for Noise
Emitting and Noise Sensitive development,
as well as the need to provide further
details of ventilation and mechanical
equipment at working drawing stage.



Refer to the supplied Acoustic
Report prepared by Stantec.



A range of recommendations are
made in the report to be actioned
during detailed design and plant
and mechanical selection to
ensure compliance with relevant
standards.

A proportion of the development cost is to
be allocated to public art provision, and a
Public Art Report is to be provided at
lodgement.



Refer to supplied Preliminary
Public Art Plan prepared by
Element.



Some sculptural works are being
considered along Reserve Street,
and some interpretative elements
are also being considered at the
public viewing platform.

Most forms of signage require approval,
and a Signage Strategy should be provided
for new development.



Signage details will be determined
in the detailed design phase, and
is partly subject to leasing
discussions in relation to the
commercial tenancies.



It is requested that a Signage
Strategy be conditioned as part of
any determination to allow signage
to be handled in the condition
clearance process.

3 – Sound and
Vibration
Attenuation

Noise Sensitive premises should be able to
achieve compliance with relevant standards
including the Noise Regulations. Noise
Emitting developments must also achieve
appropriate compliance, and seek to
minimise disturbance through construction,
design and management.
4 – Providing
Public Art

6 - Signage

Signage should be of a high quality,
restrained and complement to local amenity
and character.
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Policy

Key Provisions

9 – Affordable
and Diverse
Housing



At least 20% of dwellings should be
single bedroom or studios, and have an
average size no greater than 50sq.m.



At least 10% of dwellings should have 3
or more bedrooms, with a maximum
floor area of 110sq.m. each.



10 – Adaptable
Housing



12% of units should be affordable
housing for either social housing or
affordable owner occupier housing.
Those dwellings should be dispersed
through the development and finished
to the same standard and quality of
other housing in the development
(although may have a lower
specification of internal finishes).
20% of the total number of dwellings
should incorporate Core Liveable
Housing Design Elements.

URBIS
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Response


22% of the overall dwellings are
studio or single bedroom
apartments. The average
apartment floor area is marginally
in excess of 50sq.m.



26% of the overall dwellings have
three or more bedrooms. Many of
these dwellings exceed 110sq.m
floor area, which reflects the
proposed mark positioning of the
development and the relatively
large site.



15% of the overall dwellings will be
affordable housing, with over a
quarter going to an NDIS provider.



20% of the dwellings will meet
standards for liveable/adaptable
housing.
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4.5.

DESIGN WA

Whilst WAPC policies do not apply in redevelopment areas, it is noted that aspects of the Design WA policy
package have universal application as a method for design review and good design.
On that basis assessment has been provided against SPP7 – Design of the Built Environment, and SPP7.3
– R-Codes Volume 2 – Apartments.

4.5.1. SPP7
Table 7 provides a response to the design principles under SPP7. This should be read in conjunction with
the design material in the DA Cover Report.
Table 7 SPP7 Assessment
Principle

Statement

Response

Context and
Character

Good design responds to and
enhances the distinctive
characteristics of a local area,
contributing to a sense of place.



The proposed development enhances
Scarborough’s place as Perth’s premier
beachfront development node.



A light, organic coastal architectural style is
proposed, influenced by the natural
movement of sand dunes.



The proposed development is unique, and
bold in the way it interacts with the street and
creates unique forms, particularly at and
around the public lookout.



The proposed development introduces new
public areas, such as the corner park and
public lookout, in addition to the café and wine
bar tenancies. These spaces will positively
contribute to the sense of place of the
Scarborough foreshore precinct.



Landscape is an integral feature of the
design, with generous deep soil planting
around all parts of the development and
complemented by landscaping on the podium
rooftop and podium balconies.



The proposed corner park also enhances the
landscape quality in the public realm. The
park will transform an underutilised and poorly
maintained verge into a usable space that will
be activated by the adjacent café.

Landscape
Quality

30

Good design recognises that
together landscape and buildings
operate as an integrated and
sustainable system, within a
broader ecological context.
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Principle

Statement

Response

Built Form and
Scale

Good design ensures that the
massing and height of development
is appropriate to its setting and
successfully negotiates between
existing built form and the intended
future character of the local area.



The massing of the development at the
podium is low, at predominantly two-levels,
and with an overall split at ground due to the
proposed accessway at the centre of the site.



The buildings above are well separated from
each other and neighbouring development,
and are generally within the bulk permitted for
buildings.



The building heights are less than existing
buildings in the Esplanade precinct, and less
than other proposed buildings in the locality.



The proposed apartments are typically
generously sized internally and externally,
with a wide range of apartment typologies and
sizes.



The buildings have been designed to
maximise access to light and ventilation.



The development provides extensive
communal space in terms of scale and in the
range of spaces and activities that will be
available.



The proposed 5 star Green Star rating will
minimise costs over the life cycle of the
development.

Good design optimises the
sustainability of the built
environment, delivering positive
environmental, social and
economic outcomes.



The 5-star Green Rating for the development
will be achieved through a wide variety of
measures as outlined in the supplied ESD
report.



The development will inject further vibrancy
into Scarborough via new residents and the
commercial tenancies proposed.

Good design provides successful
places that offer a variety of uses
and activities while optimising
internal and external amenity for
occupants, visitors and neighbours,
providing environments that are
comfortable, productive and
healthy.



As noted, the amenity for residents will be
extensive.



The proposed hospitality venues will provide
activation to the area and offer new choices
for existing local residents.



The proposed new public spaces, particularly
the corner park and public lookout will
diversify the activities available to locals and
visitors and improve the quality and usage of
surrounding streets.

Functionality
and Build
Quality

Sustainability

Amenity

Good design meets the needs of
users efficiently and effectively,
balancing functional requirements
to perform well and deliver
optimum benefit over the full lifecycle.
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Principle

Statement

Response

Legibility

Good design results in buildings
and places that are legible, with
clear connections and easily
identifiable elements to help people
find their way around.



The style and scale of the proposed
development is notable, and the interesting
form created by the curvature of the lot and
the public lookout is memorable and is likely
to become a natural reference point.



The accessway through the site provides a
clear, safe and legible access point for
adjacent properties.



The proposed development will transform a
surface car park into a development with
hundreds of new residents and new
hospitality venues.



Passive surveillance is provided to all street
frontages, and to the internal accessway at its
main cross section and to its western
interface with the adjacent properties. This is
achieved through the use of residential
balconies/courtyards and communal areas,
commercial tenancies and public spaces.



The proposed new public spaces will
generate additional use of the street and
assist in the transformation of Scarborough
into an urban beachside precinct.



Extensive stakeholder and community
engagement was carried out during the
design and pre-DA process.



The engagement found generally broad
support for the development as well as the
desire for sophisticated hospitality venues.



The development responds to strong demand
in Scarborough and will also cater for a
diverse range of residents via the adaptable
and affordable housing proposed.



The hospitality venues and new public spaces
will facilitate social interaction.

Safety

Community

32

Good design optimises safety and
security, minimising the risk of
personal harm and supporting safe
behaviour and use.

Good design responds to local
community needs as well as the
wider social context, providing
environments that support a
diverse range of people and
facilitate social interaction.
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Principle

Statement

Response

Aesthetics

Good design is the product of a
skilled, judicious design process
that results in attractive and inviting
buildings and places that engage
the senses.



Hillam has undertaken an extensive design
process, balancing the planning framework,
the needs of potential buyers and residents,
and existing community needs.



The design has been influenced by multiple
series of design review, and extensive
discussions with the City of Stirling and
DevelopmentWA.

4.5.2. SPP7.3
A full assessment of SPP7.3 is provided in Appendix B.
Many of the provisions are not relevant, as the planning framework for the redevelopment area has specific
standards. The development does, however, meet all the applicable standards for amenity and design that
otherwise apply via the SPP.
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5.

HEIGHT VARIATION JUSTIFICATION

The proposed development includes a range of minor variations to the site specific and common design
guidelines.
These include, for example:


Minor projections of habitable rooms into a 30m x 35m building envelope. This is the largely the result
of the organic building form, and largely offset by variations of the form which mean that entire parts of
the structure and large parts of balconies sit within the envelope.



Minor parts of the podium at The Esplanade being above the maximum 11.5m permitted. This is
explained by the substantial drop of the subject site and offset by the fact that all other parts of the
podium are generally only 2 levels, and 6.2m to 7m above adjacent ground levels.

The above and other minor variations have been explained in other relevant sections. On balance, the
proposed development is compliant with the broad suite of applicable standards and principles for
development in the locality.
The most significant variation relates to overall building height, with the variations sought outlined in Table
8.
Table 8 Proposed Building Heights
Proposed

Standard

Variation Sought

Building 1 (western building to
The Esplanade)

8 storeys up to 29m (base
height), and up to 12 storeys up
to 43m with additional height.

3 to 5 storeys above bonus
height permitted.

8 storeys up to 29m (base
height), and up to 12 storeys up
to 43m with additional height.

6 to 7 storeys above bonus
height permitted.

15 storeys above mid-point of
Reserve Street / 17 storeys
above The Esplanade.

6.5m to 14.4m above the bonus
height permitted.

57.4m above The Esplanade,
and 49.5m above the Reserve
Street mid-point.
Building 2 (eastern building to
West Coast Highway)
19 storeys above the mid-point of
Reserve Street / 18 storeys
above West Coast Highway.

14.6 to 17.3m above the bonus
height permitted.

60.3m above the Reserve Street
mid-point, and 57.6m above
West Coast Highway.

The variation is sought based on two factors, including:


Meeting a requirement for additional storeys under s4.1 of the design guidelines.



Meeting the criteria under the s1.7 Discretionary Clause for the provision of an alternative solution.

These matters are addressed in Table 9 and highlighted in Figure 8.
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Table 9 Variation Justification
Consideration

Comment

Requirements for
Additional Storeys

The Dunes is proposed to achieve a 5 star Green Star rating, and the
manner in which this will be achieved is outlined in the supplied ESD report.
Achievement of this outcome is an eligible category in the requirements for
additional storeys.

S4.1 of the Design
Guidelines provide for
bonus height to be
achieved subject to the
provision of one or more
various categories.
Additional Provisions of
Requirements for
Additional Storeys

This means that the development can achieve its allocated 12 storey (up to
43m) height bonus.

Additional categories provided include:


The provision of a publicly accessible vehicle or pedestrian laneway in
an area identified by the design guidelines, and legally protected in
perpetuity. An open-air, publicly accessible vehicle and pedestrian
laneway is proposed through the site, providing access to Bluewater
and Oceanview Apartments. This location is identified in Figure 7:
Access Plan (North) in the design guidelines. It is expected that any
approval of the proposed development will include appropriate
conditions to provide legal protection for the accessway/private road.



The provision of a public car parking facility with a minimum of 100 bays
in perpetuity. A 150-bay public car parking facility is proposed, directly
accessible from the existing The Esplanade car park. The facility will be
effectively owned and managed by the City of Stirling. It is expected
that any management agreements will be accommodated through the
existing sales agreement, and that any planning approval will restrict
the use of the relevant bays to public use. The structured car park being
directly adjacent to the existing surface car park is considered to
represent the most usable and accessible form of public car parking
that could be provided in the precinct. The provision of 150 bays (i.e.,
50% above the threshold) means that this benefit is provided over and
above the typical trigger for bonus height.



15% of the dwellings will be provided as affordable housing. It is
intended many of these units will be provided as housing through an
NDIS provider.

Only one of the
requirements for additional
storeys is required to be
achieved to be eligible for
bonus height.
However, The Dunes
incorporates an additional
three categories over and
above the 5 star Green
Star provision.

The development also allows for road widening to West Coast Highway
consistent with the Scheme Map of 3m. Whilst this is substantially less than
10% of the lot area (which would meet the threshold as another bonus
category), it is a relevant consideration that the land has been effectively
ceded in good faith despite no certainty it will be required for road widening
purposes.
Whilst the requirements for additional storeys are provided in the design
guidelines to guide prescribed bonus height provision, this provision is still
considered relevant in the context of the discretionary clause. This is
because the requirements form a fundamental basis of the design
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Consideration

Comment
guidelines – in that such provision of community benefit is tied to
development bonuses.
The provision of an additional three categories equates in simple terms to a
potential additional 12 storeys. Whilst it is acknowledged that is not the
intended function of the categories, the proposed development only seeks
a maximum of an additional 6 storeys over and above the bonus height.

Substantial Additional
Community Benefit

Additional community benefits include:


A 304sq.m corner park is proposed in what is currently a poorly
maintained and unsightly part of the Reserve Street reserve. This park
will improve the streetscape, provide additional seating opportunities,
and improve pedestrian access to and from the beach via Reserve
Street. The corner park will enable the whole block to be upgraded as
part of the development.



Two new hospitality venues are proposed. The café/beach shop at The
Esplanade and the restaurant/wine bar on level 1 will fill a void in the
service offering in the precinct. The facilities are expected to be used by
locals and visitors, and they will increase the usability of the precinct,
and provide wider windows of casual surveillance to surrounding
streets.



The proposed public viewing platform is a unique offering of public
infrastructure on private land. The space, which is partly sheltered, will
provide a lookout of the ocean and sunset. The lookout will expand the
range of ‘things to do’ in Scarborough, and naturally draw people to the
area – supporting the proposed venues and improving casual
surveillance throughout the day.



The proposed community room will be available for community use and
hire for the community. The space has back of house facilities including
a kitchen, so it is a useable and functional space.



Two retail kiosks are provided adjacent to the public lookout level which
are intended to accommodate personal services businesses.



Public toilets and beach lockers will be provided for the public. Shared
with the café, these facilities will support car park users and beach
goers. Large lockers are intended to be available to store beach
equipment.

Consistent with the
Scheme



All proposed land uses are Preferred or Contemplated in the Gateway
Precinct.

The discretionary clause
requires demonstration of
consistency with the
scheme.



The development allows for future road widening consistent with the
Primary Regional Road reservation affecting part of the lot in the
scheme map.



The development is consistent with the objectives of the scheme:

The development provides
a range of additional
community benefits in
addition to the 4 standard
bonus categories.
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Meets Design Intent
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Comment


Sense of place – unique new spaces are being created (the corner park
and public viewing platform), a unique architectural form is being
proposed inspired by the coastal environment, and the proposed new
public spaces and hospitality outlets will further activate the foreshore.



Economic wellbeing – The proposal represents a major economic
investment at a time when the State is actively encouraging
consideration of economic impacts during the planning process (via the
State Development Assessment Unit process). The public car parking
will continue to support visitation to the precinct, and the new hospitality
venues will create new local employment opportunities.



Urban efficiency – There are few unencumbered large redevelopment
sites in Scarborough, particularly west of West Coast Highway. The
Dunes represents an efficient use of a rare redevelopment site. The
proposal is responsive to recent government and private investment in
the area and fulfills the design guidelines identification of the site as one
suited for intensive redevelopment. The open air accessway is
sufficiently sized to allow for adjacent sites, such as Oceanview
Apartments to be redeveloped in future.



Connectivity – The proposal provides for more local amenities in
walking distance of existing and future residents. The proposal also
increases the density of residents and workers in the precinct,
potentially underpinning increased or new public transport provision.
The new public car parking will also maintain transport options in the
locality. The new facility will be more usable than the existing surface
car park, given it will be integrated with the existing Esplanade car park
and be weather protected.



Social inclusion – The development includes new public spaces
available to the whole community – reinforcing the beach as a broad
community asset available to everyone. Extensive community
consultation has been taken well in advance of plans being prepared, a
community drop-in session held, and direct consultation with adjoining
neighbours.



Environmental integrity – The development will achieve a best practice
5 star Green Star rating. The development gives back generously with
expansive deep soil planting, podium planting and rooftop podium
planting.



A comprehensive assessment of the site specific guidelines and
common design guidelines is provided in this report.



Specifically, in relation to building height, the following should be
considered:



Buildings will have regard to the scale of the street:
Despite the overall building height, the development has a moderate
and human scale to adjoining streets. Along Reserve Street and West
Coast Highway the podium is 2 to 3 storeys, and substantially less than
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Consideration

Comment
the 11.5m maximum podium height.
The buildings are well spaced apart (almost 35m), so there is no wall
effect, and the podiums are also broken up by the open-air private road.
Further, the podium and street interface is varied through the building
curves, generous in-ground landscaping and upper level landscaping.
The result is a green, visually attractive and approachable building
form.


Buildings will have regard to the place and that of their neighbours:
The development accommodates the current and future needs of
adjacent properties via the proposed private road – providing a highamenity, safe and welcoming arrival and departure point for neighbours.
The development largely complies with setback and bulk controls, and
will not cast a shadow over the water, shoreline or beach at the winter
solstice. Similarly, the shadow impacts on Observation Rise to the
south will actually be less than a fully compliant scheme in the morning
of the winter solstice, and still substantially below that permitted under
Design WA at midday on the winter solstice.
Therefore, in addition to the generous public facilities and quality design
elements, the proposed height will not have an undue adverse impact
on beachgoers or neighbouring properties.
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Buildings will create a clear connection and interface between the
public and private realm:
The Dunes actively integrates with its surroundings. It does so in a
broad range of ways including:
- The provision of public car parking bays, bringing beach users into the
building, and seamlessly integrating with the adjacent existing car park.
- The integration of four commercial tenancies, allowing for social
interaction. Each tenancy is intended to accommodate differing needs
of residents and locals – a casual meeting place in the proposed café,
and a more refined and catered experience in the restaurant/wine bar.
- The provisions of various public facilities – including public toilets, a
community room, and a public viewing platform. All play a role in
expanding the usability of the beach, and broadening the depth and
range of things to do in Scarborough.
- The development provides balconies and courtyards to all interfaces,
including at ground to The Esplanade and the proposed private road.
Activity within The Dunes actively spills into the street and transforms a
surface car park into hundreds of new homes.
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6.

CONCLUSION

The Dunes represents a $120m investment in the Scarborough redevelopment area – a response to the
significant government investment and the increasing demand for homes in the precinct that has been
created.
As Perth and Western Australia seeks to recover from the global pandemic, investment of this nature is
critical to support the construction industry and to expand housing options in designated major centres.
EDGE, Hillam Architects, and the broader project team have undertaken a lengthy and exhaustive design
process, and extensive community consultation.
The resulting development sets a new a standard in Scarborough. The architectural style takes inspiration
from the coastal environment and takes full advantage of what is a rare major redevelopment site in the
precinct. The development is generous in its provision of public and community facilities. That generosity
extends to accommodating the needs of neighbours (the accessway through the site), the needs of
beachgoers (public toilets and lockers, and a public car park), the needs of existing and future residents
(new hospitality venues) and the needs of visitors and tourists (the public viewing platform and the corner
park).
The height variations sought are reasonable in the context of the proposed provision of community benefit.
The benefits provided are all individually useful and relevant, and collectively improve the appeal and
liveability of Scarborough.
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DISCLAIMER
This report is dated March 2021 and incorporates information and events up to that date only and excludes
any information arising, or event occurring, after that date which may affect the validity of Urbis Pty Ltd
(Urbis) opinion in this report. Urbis prepared this report on the instructions, and for the benefit only, of Edge
Visionary Living (Instructing Party) for the purpose of Development Application (Purpose) and not for any
other purpose or use. To the extent permitted by applicable law, Urbis expressly disclaims all liability,
whether direct or indirect, to the Instructing Party which relies or purports to rely on this report for any
purpose other than the Purpose, and to any other person which relies or purports to rely on this report for
any purpose whatsoever (including the Purpose).
In preparing this report, Urbis was required to make judgements which may be affected by unforeseen future
events, the likelihood and effects of which are not capable of precise assessment.
All surveys, forecasts, projections and recommendations contained in or associated with this report are
made in good faith and on the basis of information supplied to Urbis at the date of this report, and upon
which Urbis relied. Achievement of the projections and budgets set out in this report will depend, among
other things, on the actions of others over which Urbis has no control.
In preparing this report, Urbis may rely on or refer to documents in a language other than English, which
Urbis may arrange to be translated. Urbis is not responsible for the accuracy or completeness of such
translations and disclaims any liability for any statement or opinion made in this report being inaccurate or
incomplete arising from such translations.
Whilst Urbis has made all reasonable inquiries it believes necessary in preparing this report, it is not
responsible for determining the completeness or accuracy of information provided to it. Urbis (including its
officers and personnel) is not liable for any errors or omissions, including in information provided by the
Instructing Party or another person or upon which Urbis relies, provided that such errors or omissions are not
made by Urbis recklessly or in bad faith.
This report has been prepared with due care and diligence by Urbis and the statements and opinions given
by Urbis in this report are given in good faith and in the reasonable belief that they are correct and not
misleading, subject to the limitations above.
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A.1 ASSESSMENT AGAINST COMMON DESIGN GUIDELINES
CHAPTER 2 – DESIGN AND CHARACTER
CHARACTER


The development combines creative architecture, novel new public spaces and fills a service gap for
hospitality venues in the immediate locality. The building and podium forms are organic in shape and
are inspired by the coastal environment. The proposed development has been designed to adapt to the
natural contours of the land, with height stepping up away from the ocean.



The new hospitality venues and public spaces reinforce the beachfront as a place for everyone and will
create new business opportunities. Public facilities like the public viewing platform, lockers, toilets and
car park increase the usability of the beach.



All apartments, outdoor entertaining areas and tenancies have large balconies that with the curved
articulation of the building façade allow for orientations in multiple directions. Residents are afforded
generous outdoor common areas, with plenty of shade and amenities. Direct pedestrian access to the
beach, as well as change rooms, beach equipment storage and washing facilities are provided.



Public art will be provided in accordance with the supplied Public Art Plan.
DESIGN EXCELLENCE



Refer to the DA Cover Report. Hillam Architects has undergone an extensive context analysis and
design review process. The project has gone through two design reviews and substantial modifications
have been made because of this process.
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CHAPTER 3 – PUBLIC REALM
STREETSCAPE – PUBLIC REALM


The development contributors significantly to the public realm through:
‒

Interesting architectural features and attractions, particularly the public viewing platform.

‒

Generous landscaping to all frontages and a new corner park.

‒

Minimising crossovers by integrating the public car park with the adjacent surface car park and the
proposed private road to accommodate all over vehicle movements.

‒

Providing casual surveillance to all frontages via new commercial tenancies, and balconies and
courtyards at ground and upper levels.

STREETSCAPE - BUILDINGS


Refer to the DA Cover Report. Hillam Architects has undergone an extensive design process and the
considered the height and form of the proposed buildings with consideration of surrounding existing and
future development.



Height in the proposed development steps up and away from the ocean, responding to the existing
topography.



All street and side boundaries are afforded extensive articulation via building form and balconies and
courtyards.



All facades are designed with similar levels of articulation, including the private road, with landscaping,
balconies, and courtyards.



The site slopes significantly down from east to west, however the design accommodates entrances and
features at all levels.
ACTIVE EDGES



The proposed café provides activation to The Esplanade and the adjacent corner park.



The proposed restaurant/wine bar provides upper-level activation, with the main entry via Reserve
Street.



The proposed public lookout and adjacent community facilities provides activation to Reserve Street, as
does the main residential lobbies.



The corner park provides an easier transition between The Esplanade and Reserve Street, allowing
activity from the various features to complement both streets.



Balconies and courtyards provide activation to all interfaces, including the private road.
CORNERS AND VIEW CORRIDORS



Refer to DA Cover Report.



The proposed development incorporates a bold architectural statement at the Reserve Street bend and
alignment with The Esplanade. The corner park, public viewing platform and upper level restaurant
combined with unique building shapes ensure that that important corner and perspective from the
beachfront is emphasised.
PUBLIC ART



Refer to the Preliminary Public Art Plan prepared by Element.



Integrated artistic details/sculptural works are being considered along Reserve Street and the corner
park. Some interpretative elements are being considered around the corner park.
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CHAPTER 3 – PUBLIC REALM
FENCING


No traditional fencing is proposed.



Where balconies and courtyards front streets at ground level, clear glazing is provided.
SIGNAGE



As a predominantly residential building, signage will be relatively limited, however signage will be
required in relation to the public car park, commercial tenancies, and some related to identifying the
residential building.



Signage will be considered in the detailed design process. It is requested that the preparation of a
Signage Strategy be conditioned to allow for signage to be accommodated in the condition clearance
process.
AL FRESCO AREAS



Some limited unenclosed alfresco seating is proposed adjacent to the café at The Esplanade. This
allows interaction and activation of the corner park. No permanent of fixed furniture is proposed outside
of the lot boundary.
PUBLIC THOROUGHFARES



The private road through the site provides pedestrian access for adjacent properties, as well as directly
to some ground floor units.



The open-air road has abundant overlooking from adjacent units at ground and above.



A dedicated footpath is provided at the western side of the road, however the intent is to provide a lowspeed pedestrian priority space.



Detailed design will allow for further consideration of clearer pathways to adjacent properties and other
traffic calming measures to ensure safe pedestrian movement.
ENCROACHMENTS IN THE PUBLIC REALM



No awnings or other encroachments are proposed in Crown land.



The corner park, including associated retaining walls and irrigation and the like is proposed within the
Reserve Street road reserve.



As outlined in the Place Strategy prepared by Element, it is intended that the strata company of the
development will maintain the park.
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CHAPTER 4 – BUILT FORM
HEIGHT


Refer to the site-specific standards in Table 5 of the Planning Report.



Proposed basements are almost entirely below adjacent natural ground level.



Residential floor to floor heights are typically 3.1m, allowing for minimum 2.7m floor to ceiling heights.



Proposed commercial tenancies have floor to floor heights of approximately 3.4m, which will allow for
generous floor to ceiling heights depending on the final fitout.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADDITIONAL STOREYS



Refer to section 5 of the Planning Report.
PODIUMS



Refer to the site-specific standards in Table 5 of the Planning Report.



The podium roof allows of the provision of outdoor communal facilities and will be visually attractive due
to the inclusion of the pool, pavilions, and landscaping.



The podium is provided depth and variation via the organic building form, variation provided by the
commercial tenancies, and voids associated with the public viewing platform and residential lobbies. The
private road through the site also allows for two distinct podium and building forms.
TOWERS



The building floor plates are approximately 35m by 30m. There are slight variations due to the organic
form of the buildings, with balconies and some habitable spaces projecting beyond this control (noting
that balconies are permitted beyond this measurement). The eastern building has significant areas within
the control, offset by various minor projections.



The buildings are separated by approximately 35m, significantly greater than the 20m requirement.
BUILDING LAYOUT AND ORIENTATION



Refer to the DA Cover Report.



The development is designed to maximise exposure to northern light with 96% of dwellings achieving a
minimum of 2 hours direct sunlight on 21st June during the day.



Only 9 apartments in the entire development have a southern-only aspect.



65% of apartments allow for cross ventilation.



The overall form allows for extensive natural light to common facilities as well as to common corridors in
the buildings.



The café and wine bar tenancies both exceed the minimum tenancy depth requirement of 10m.
ROOF – ROOFS



The roof is simple so as not to detract from or complicate the organic form of the buildings and podiums.



The roof allows for the screening of roof services.
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CHAPTER 4 – BUILT FORM
ROOF – AWNINGS


Awnings are not provided due to the required setbacks to all frontages.



Pedestrian shelter is provided at appropriate points including at lobbies and at the public viewing
platform.
OPENINGS



Screening and or obscured glazing will be provided for those limited balconies within 4-6m of the side
setback.



All street frontages are overlooked by windows from residential and commercial premises with typically
clear glazing.
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE



The development incorporates 1642sq.m of communal open space, equivalent to over 25% of the lot
area. This is in addition to generous indoor communal facilities.



The facilities vary widely, including covered pavilions, pool areas, terraces and gardens. Shading is
provided in select areas.



Extensive deep soil areas are provided along street frontages.
PRIVATE OPEN SPACE



All units incorporate balconies and/or courtyards. Many have dual aspects.



All units are provided with balconies and courtyards above the minimum sizes required.



Balconies are mostly supplied with glazed balustrades; however some have rendered balustrades.



The balconies change shape and depth consistent with the overall organic form of the podiums and
buildings.



The upper-level commercial tenancy is not proposed to incorporate a balcony, so to minimise operational
impacts and improve weather protection. The expansive open glazing of the tenancy will allow for
appreciation of the coastal environment.
LIGHTING



Lighting will be provided to all balconies and courtyards, key entrances, and to allow for general building
amenity and visibility.



Creative lighting on the soffit of the public viewing platform is being considered.



Lighting details will be considered further in the detailed design stage.
LANDSCAPE DESIGN



Refer to the supplied landscape plan prepared by REALMstudios and DA Cover Report.



Extensive landscaping is proposed at ground and on building, as well as in the adjacent corner park. The
proposal incorporates 720sq.m of ground deep soil planting, and 900sq.m overall.
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY



Refer to supplied ESD report prepared by Cundall.



The Dunes will achieve a 5 star Green Star rating, and incorporate a range of energy and water
efficiency measures.
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CHAPTER 4 – BUILT FORM
UNIVERSAL ACCESS


Refer to the supplied accessibility statement prepared by Milestone.



Milestone has outlined that the development is capable of meeting relatively accessibility standards.
SOUND AND VIBRATION ATTENUATION



Refer to supplied acoustics report prepared by Stantec.



The report includes a range of recommendations that will be incorporated at detailed design to ensure
compliance with relevant standards.
HERITAGE



The site has no cultural or environmental heritage significance.
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CHAPTER 5 - PARKING AND SERVICING
SITE ACCESS


Pedestrian access to the residential lobbies is provided via Reserve Street, with a range of secondary
access points including from the beach via The Esplanade.



Lifts are centrally located within car parks for both buildings, including for the visitor car parking.



A single lift is provided for the public car park, and this will be signed appropriately to ensure visibility and
eligibility for those users.



Vehicle access for both buildings is via the proposed private road, with a 6.8m pavement width, noting
the large road frontage of the lot and the need to accommodate service and passenger vehicles for The
Dunes and adjacent properties.



The public car park (and residential visitor bays) has dedicated access integrated with The Esplanade
car park. This is an appropriate separation of vehicle traffic and allows for the more efficient separation
of building users, and more efficient functioning of the public car park as an overflow to the existing
surface car park.
CAR PARKING



All proposed car parking is proposed within basements and shieled from public view by residential units
or other uses where level with adjacent street levels.



A total of 371 bays are proposed for 258 units, representing an average of 1.43 bays per unit. This
includes 80 ‘long bays’. These are partly the result of the spatial capacity and depth of the basement due
to the irregular lot shape. The long bays are less than the typical required length for an Australian
standard tandem car parking bay (8.5m-9m vs. 10.8m). The long bays may be utilised for the storage of
additional bicycles or motorcycles, or simply to provide more room for larger vehicles.



65 visitor bays are provided for 258 units, satisfying the 64.5 required (1 per 4 units).



6 bays are provided for 439sq.m of commercial tenancies, above the 5 required (1 per 100sq.m).
BICYCLE PARKING



A total of 258 resident bicycle racks are provided for 258 units, representing the 1 per unit typically
required. The bays will be provided via a range of wall mounted bike racks in car parking areas, as well
as a dedicated bike store area. 25 bays are available for the public. These bays also cater to the 4
required to service the small commercial tenancies.
STORAGE



All dwellings are provided a storeroom of 4sq.m or greater with minimum dimensions of 1.5m.



Stores are securely within the building and concealed from street view.



All stores are located in groups in common areas or at the end of resident car bays.
WASTE REDUCTION AND MANAGEMENT



Refer to supplied Waste Management Plan prepared by Tallis.



The proposed development includes a concealed bin storage area on the ground floor of both podiums.
A separate bin store for commercial uses is provided on lower ground 01.



Collection is accommodated via the private road and dedicated collection points.
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CHAPTER 5 - PARKING AND SERVICING
BUILDING SERVICES


All service, storage and equipment areas are concealed within the ground floors of each podium and car
parking areas of the development.



All roof plant and ancillary equipment is concealed from public view.



Service doors are located away from the street front.
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ELEMENT 2.2

BUILDING HEIGHT
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O2.2.1 – The height of development responds to the desired future scale and character of the
street and local area, including existing buildings that are unlikely to change.

Y

O2.2.2 – The height of buildings within a development responds to changes in topography.

Y

O2.2.3 – Development incorporates articulated roof design and/or roof top communal open
space where appropriate.

Y

O2.2.4 – The height of development recognises the need for daylight and solar access to
adjoining and nearby residential development, communal open space and in some cases,
public spaces.

Y

ASESSOR

ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A2.2.1 – Development complies with the building height limit (storeys) set out in Table 2.1,
except where modified by the local planning framework, in which case development complies
with the building height limit set out in the applicable local planning instrument.

N/A

ASSESSOR

(Excerpt from table 2.1)

LOCAL PLANNING FRAMEWORK
Does the local planning
framework amend or replace
the above stated controls? If
yes, state the applicable
requirement:

ACHIEVED? Y/N

REQUIREMENT

APPLICANT

Refer to site specific development guidelines assessment at
Table 6 of the Planning Report.

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASSESSOR

Performance
solution
proposed

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

Refer to section 5 of the Planning Report.

ELEMENT 2.3

STREET SETBACKS
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O2.3.1 – The setback of the development from the street reinforces and/or complements the
existing or proposed landscape character of the street.

Y

O2.3.2 – The street setback provides a clear transition between the public and private realm.

Y

O2.3.3 – The street setback assists in achieving visual privacy to apartments from the street.

Y

O2.3.4 – The setback of the development enables passive surveillance and outlook to the
street.

Y

ASESSOR

ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A3.2.1 – Development complies with the street setback set out in Table 2.1, except where
modified by the local planning framework, in which case development complies with the street
setback set out in the applicable local planning instrument

N/A

ASSESSOR

(Excerpt from table 2.1)

(4) Minimum secondary street setback 1.5m
(5) Nil setback applicable if commercial use at ground floor

LOCAL PLANNING FRAMEWORK
Does the local planning
framework amend or replace
the above stated controls? If
yes, state the applicable
requirement:

ACHIEVED? Y/N

REQUIREMENT

APPLICANT

Refer to site specific development guidelines assessment at
Table 6 of the Planning Report.

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASSESSOR

Y

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

Refer to site specific development guidelines
assessment at Table 5 of the Planning Report.

ELEMENT 2.4

SIDE AND REAR SETBACKS
ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

ACHIEVED? Y/N
APPLICANT

O2.4.1 – Building boundary setbacks provide for adequate separation between neighbouring
properties.

Y

O2.4.2 – Building boundary setbacks are consistent with the existing streetscape pattern or
the desired streetscape character.

Y

O2.4.3 – The setback of development from side and rear boundaries enables retention of
existing trees and provision of deep soil areas that reinforce the landscape character of the
area, support tree canopy and assist with stormwater management.

Y

O2.4.4 –The setback of development from side and rear boundaries provides a transition
between sites with different land uses or intensity of development.

Y

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

A2.4.1 - Development complies with the side and rear setbacks set out in Table 2.1, except
where:
a) modified by the local planning framework, in which case development complies with
the side and rear setbacks set out in the applicable local planning instrument
AND /OR
b) (b) a greater setback is required to address 3.5 Visual privacy.
A2.4.2 – Development is setback from the boundary in order to achieve the Objectives
outlined in 2.7 Building separation, 3.3 Tree canopy and deep soil areas, 3.5 Visual privacy
and 4.1 Solar and daylight access.

ASESSOR

ACHIEVED? Y/N
APPLICANT

ASSESSOR

N/A

N/A

(Excerpt from table 2.1)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(6)

Wall may be built up to a lot boundary, where it abuts an existing or simultaneously constructed wall of equal or greater proportions
Where the subject site and an affected adjoining site are subject to different density codes, the length and height of any boundary wall on the
boundary between them is determined by reference to the lower density code
Boundary wall only permitted on one boundary, and shall not exceed 2/3 length.
Boundary setbacks will also be determined by provisions for building separation and visual privacy within this SPP and building separation
provisions of the NCC.

LOCAL PLANNING FRAMEWORK
Does the local planning
framework amend or replace
the above stated controls? If
yes, state the applicable
requirement:

ACHIEVED? Y/N

REQUIREMENT

APPLICANT

Refer to site specific development guidelines assessment at
Table 6 of the Planning Report.

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASSESSOR

Y

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

Refer to site specific development guidelines
assessment at Table 5 of the Planning Report.

ELEMENT 2.5

PLOT RATIO
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O2.5.1 – The overall bulk and scale of development is appropriate for the existing or planned
character of the area.

ASESSOR

Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

A2.5.1 – Development complies with the plot ratio requirements set out in Table 2.1, except
where modified by the local planning framework, in which case development complies with
the plot ratio set out in the applicable local planning instrument.

APPLICANT

ASSESSOR

N/A

(Excerpt from table 2.1)

(7)

Refer to Definitions for calculation of plot ratio

LOCAL PLANNING FRAMEWORK
Does the local planning
framework amend or replace
the above stated controls? If
yes, state the applicable
requirement:

REQUIREMENT

ACHIEVED? Y/N
APPLICANT

ASSESSOR

No plot ratio requirement.

APPLICANT COMMENT

N/A

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

Refer to Table 5 of the Planning Report.

ELEMENT 2.6

BUILDING DEPTH
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O2.6.1 – Building depth supports apartment layouts that optimise daylight and solar access
and natural ventilation.

Y

O2.6.2 – Articulation of building form to allow adequate access to daylight and natural
ventilation where greater building depths are proposed.

Y

O2.6.3 – Articulation of building form to allow adequate access to daylight and natural
ventilation where greater building depths are proposed.

Y

ASESSOR

ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

A2.6.1 – Developments that comprise single aspect apartments on each side of a central
circulation corridor shall have a maximum building depth of 20m. All other proposals will be
assessed on their merits with particular consideration to 4.1 Solar and daylight access and
4.2 Natural ventilation.

APPLICANT

ASSESSOR

Y

LOCAL PLANNING FRAMEWORK
Does the local planning
framework amend or replace
the above stated controls? If
yes, state the applicable
requirement:

ACHIEVED? Y/N

REQUIREMENT

APPLICANT

Refer to table Appendix A.1 for common design guidelines
assessment. The buildings comply with the 30m x 35m
building size requirements.

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASSESSOR

Y

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

The studio and 1-bedroom apartments on Level 1 and
Level 2, which are considered single aspect
apartments, have a building depth of less than 20m.
Majority of the apartments on the typical upper floor
floorplate are dual aspect apartments, however, those
that are single aspect have a depth of less than 20m.

ELEMENT 2.7

BUILDING SEPARATION
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O2.7.1 – New development supports the desired future streetscape character with spaces
between buildings.

Y

O2.7.2 – Building separation is in proportion to building height.

Y

O2.7.3 – Buildings are separated sufficiently to provide for residential amenity including visual
and acoustic privacy, natural ventilation, sunlight and daylight access and outlook.

Y

O2.7.4 – Suitable areas are provided for communal and private open space, deep soil areas
and landscaping between buildings

Y

ASESSOR

ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

A2.7.1 – Development complies with the separation requirements set out in Table 2.7.

APPLICANT

ASSESSOR

Y

LOCAL PLANNING FRAMEWORK
Does the local planning
framework amend or replace
the above stated controls? If
yes, state the applicable
requirement:

REQUIREMENT

ACHIEVED? Y/N
APPLICANT

ASSESSOR

Minimum 20m provided between buildings.

APPLICANT COMMENT

Y

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

The proposed buildings are separated by 34.3m, which
achieves the required 20m minimum separation
required under Clause 4.3 of the MRA Scarborough
Design Guidelines.
Furthermore, the building separation distances for
buildings on the same site identified under Table 2.7
above are also achieved.
The building elements are setback 10m from the
northern boundary, being sufficient to achieve the 12m
buildings separation to buildings on adjoining sites.

ELEMENT 3.2

ORIENTATION
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O3.2.1 – Building layouts respond to the streetscape, topography and site attributes while
optimising solar and daylight access within the development.

Y

O3.2.2 – Building form and orientation minimises overshadowing of the habitable rooms,
open space and solar collectors of neighbouring properties during mid-winter.

Y

ASESSOR

ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

A3.2.1 – Buildings on street or public realm frontages are oriented to face the public realm
and incorporate direct access from the street.

APPLICANT

ASSESSOR

Y

A3.2.2 – Buildings that do not have frontages to streets or public realm are oriented to
maximise northern solar access to living areas.

N/A

A3.2.3 – Development in climate zones 4, 5 and 6 shall be designed such that the shadow
cast at midday on 21st June onto any adjoining property does not exceed:
- adjoining properties coded R25 and lower – 25% of the site area1
- adjoining properties coded R30 – R40 - 35% of the site area1
- adjoining properties coded R50 – R60 – 50% of the site area1
- adjoining properties coded R80 or higher – Nil requirements.

N/A

A3.2.4– Where adjoining sites are coded R40 or less, buildings are oriented to maintain 4
hours per day solar access on 21 June for existing solar collectors on neighbouring sites.

N/A

(1) Where a development site shares its southern boundary with a lot, and that lot is bound to the north by other lot(s), the limit of shading at A3.2.3
shall be reduced proportionally to the percentage of the affected properties northern boundary that abuts the development site. (Refer to Figure A7.2
in Appendix 7)

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

The building has been oriented to face the Esplanade,
Reserve Street and West Coast Highway where
applicable.
Given the adjoining density under the MRA guidelines
is equivalent to R80 or higher, there is nil requirements
regarding overshadowing.

ELEMENT 3.3

TREE CANOPY AND DEEP SOIL AREAS
ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

ACHIEVED? Y/N
APPLICANT

O3.3.1 – Site planning maximises retention of existing healthy and appropriate and protects
the viability of adjoining trees.

Y

O3.3.2 – Adequate measures are taken to improve tree canopy (long term) or to offset
reduction of tree canopy from pre-development condition.

Y

O3.3.3 – Development includes deep soil areas, or other infrastructure to support planting on
structures, with sufficient area and volume to sustain healthy plant and tree growth.

Y

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

A3.3.1 – Retention of existing trees on the site that meet the following criteria:
 healthy specimens with ongoing viability AND
 species is not included on a State or local area weed register AND
 height of at least 4m AND/OR
 trunk diameter of at least 160mm, measured 1m from the ground AND/OR
 average canopy diameter of at least 4m.

ACHIEVED? Y/N
APPLICANT

Y

A3.3.2 – The removal of existing trees that meet any of the criteria at A3.3.1 is supported by
an arboriculture report.

Y

A3.3.3 – The development is sited and planned to have no detrimental impacts on, and to
minimise canopy loss of adjoining trees.

Y

A3.3.4 – Deep soil areas are provided in accordance with Table 3.3a. Deep soil areas are to
be co-located with existing trees for retention and/or adjoining trees, or alternatively provided
in a location that is conducive to tree growth and suitable for communal open space.

Y

A3.3.5 – Landscaping includes existing and new trees with shade producing canopies in
accordance with Tables 3.3a and 3.3b.

Y

A3.3.6 – The extent of permeable paving or decking within a deep soil area does not exceed
20 per cent of its area and does not inhibit the planting and growth of trees.

Y

A3.3.7 – Where the required deep soil areas cannot be provided due to site restrictions,
planting on structure with an area equivalent to two times the shortfall in deep soil area
provision is provided.

ASESSOR

N/A

ASSESSOR

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

The site is 6442sq.m, with 720sq.m proposed deep soil
area on ground and 180sq.m deep soil area on
structure, which is equivalent to 13.9% of the site area.
The MRA Scarborough Design Guidelines requires at
least 1 mature tree within a deep soil zone to be
provided per 1000sq.m of gross site area. This equates
to 6.4 matures trees across the site. Considerable
landscaping has been provided on-site to achieve this
requirement as well as the retention of 10 existing
trees.

ELEMENT 3.4

COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O3.4.1 – Provision of quality communal open space that enhances resident amenity and
provides opportunities for landscaping, tree retention and deep soil areas.

Y

O3.4.2 – Communal open space is safe, universally accessible and provides a high level of
amenity for residents.

Y

O3.4.3 – Communal open space is designed and oriented to minimise impacts on the
habitable rooms and private open space within the site and of neighbouring properties.

Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A3.4.1 – Developments include communal open space in accordance with Table 3.4

Y

A3.4.2 – Communal open space located on the ground floor or on floors serviced by lifts must
be accessible from the primary street entry of the development.

Y

A3.4.3 – There is 50 per cent direct sunlight to at least one communal open space area for a
minimum of two hours between 9am and 3pm on 21 June.

Y

A3.4.3 – There is 50 per cent direct sunlight to at least one communal open space area for a
minimum of two hours between 9am and 3pm on 21 June.

Y

A3.4.4– Communal open space is co-located with deep soil areas and/or planting on
structure areas and/ or co-indoor communal spaces.

Y

A3.4.5 – Communal open space is separated or screened from adverse amenity impacts
such as bins, vents, condenser units, noise sources and vehicle circulation areas.

Y

A3.4.6 – Communal open space is well-lit, minimises places for concealment and is open to
passive surveillance from adjoining dwellings and/or the public realm.

Y

A3.4.7 – Communal open space is designed and oriented to minimise the impacts of noise,
odour, light-spill and overlooking on the habitable rooms and private open spaces within the
site and of neighbouring properties.

Y

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

A total of 1642sq.m of communal open space has been
provided within the development. A combination of
both soft and hard landscaping has been provided.
With the exception of the corner park, the communal
areas have been separated from the car parking and
service areas to reduce any associated amenity
impacts.

ELEMENT 3.5

VISUAL PRIVACY
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O3.5.1 – The orientation and design of buildings, windows and balconies minimises direct
overlooking of habitable rooms and private outdoor living areas within the site and of
neighbouring properties, while maintaining daylight and solar access, ventilation and the
external outlook of habitable rooms.

ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A3.5.1 – Visual privacy setbacks to side and rear boundaries are provided in accordance with
Table 3.5.

Y

A3.5.2 – Balconies are unscreened for at least 25 per cent of their perimeter (including edges
abutting a building).

Y

A3.5.3 - Living rooms have an external outlook from at least one major opening that is not
obscured by a screen.

Y

A3.9.4 – Windows and balconies are sited, oriented, offset or articulated to restrict direct
overlooking, without excessive reliance on high sill levels or permanent screening of windows
and balconies.

Y

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

Y

ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

Refer to common design guidelines assessment
enclosed at Appendix A of the Planning Report.

ELEMENT 3.6

PUBLIC DOMAIN INTERFACE
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O3.6.1 – The transition between the private and public domain enhances the privacy and
safety of residents.

Y

O3.6.2 – Street facing development and landscape design retains and enhances the amenity
and safety of the adjoining public domain, including the provision of shade.

Y

ASESSOR

ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A3.6.1 – The majority of ground floor dwellings fronting onto a street or public open space
have direct access by way of a private terrace, balcony or courtyard.

Y

A3.6.2 – Car-parking is not located within the primary street setback; and where car parking
is located at ground level behind the street setback it is designed to integrate with
landscaping and the building façade (where part of the building).

Y

A3.6.3 – Upper level balconies and/or windows overlook the street and public domain areas.

Y

A3.6.4 – Balustrading includes a mix of visually opaque and visually permeable materials to
provide residents with privacy while maintaining casual surveillance of adjoining public
domain areas.

Y

A3.6.5 – Changes in level between private terraces, front gardens and the ground floor level
of the building and the street level average less than 1m and do not exceed 1.2m.

Y

A3.6.6 – Front fencing includes visually permeable materials above 1.2m and the average
height of solid walls or fences to the street does not exceed 1.2m.

Y

A3.6.7 – Fencing, landscaping and other elements on the frontage are designed to eliminate
opportunities for concealment.

Y

A3.6.8 – Bins are not located within the primary street setback or in locations visible from the
primary street.

Y

A3.6.9 – Services and utilities that are located in the primary street setback are integrated
into the design of the development and do not detract from the amenity and visual
appearance of the street frontage.1

ASSESSOR

Y

(1) Firefighting and access to services such as power and water meters require careful consideration in the design of the front façade. Consult early
with relevant authorities to resolve functional requirements in an integrated design solution.

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

All car parking is located within the building footprint
and concealed from view from any street.
All apartments facing a street have a courtyard (ground
level) and/or balcony (upper levels).
Bins are provided within an enclosed bin room within
each podium accessible from the north of the site.
All services and utilities have been designed to
integrate into the building when required to be street
facing.

ELEMENT 3.7

PEDESTRIAN ACCESS AND ENTRIES
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O3.7.1 – Entries and pathways are universally accessible, easy to identify and safe for
residents and visitors.

Y

O3.7.2 – Entries to the development connect to and address the public domain with an
attractive street presence.

Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A3.7.1 – Pedestrian entries are connected via a legible, well-defined, continuous path of
travel to building access areas such as lift lobbies, stairs, accessways and individual dwelling
entries.

Y

A3.7.2 – Pedestrian entries are protected from the weather.

Y

A3.7.3 – Pedestrian entries are well-lit for safety and amenity, visible from the public domain
without opportunity for concealment, and designed to enable casual surveillance of the entry
from within the site.

Y

A3.7.4 – Where pedestrian access is via a shared zone with vehicles, the pedestrian path is
clearly delineated and/or measures are incorporated to prioritise the pedestrian and constrain
vehicle speed.

Y

A3.7.5 – Services and utilities that are located at the pedestrian entry are integrated into the
design and do not detract from the amenity of the entry.

Y

A3.7.6 – Bins are not located at the primary pedestrian entry.

Y

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

All apartments at ground level are provided with a
private courtyard with direct pedestrian access, with
the exception of those facing West Coast Highway.
Pedestrian access for public car park users and the
café is provided to The Esplanade, as is a beach
access route for residents.
Access to the main residential lobbies, the public
lookout, and restaurant/wine bar is provided via
Reserve Street.

ELEMENT 3.8

VEHICLE ACCESS
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O3.8.1 – Vehicle access points are designed and located to provide safe access and egress
for vehicles and to avoid conflict with pedestrians, cyclists and other vehicles.

Y

O3.8.2 – Vehicle access points are designed and located to reduce visual impact on the
streetscape.

Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A3.8.1 – Vehicle access is limited to one opening per 20m street frontage that is visible from
the street.

Y

A3.8.2 – Vehicle entries are identifiable from the street, while being integrated with the overall
façade design and/ or located behind the primary building line.

Y

A3.8.3 – Vehicle entries have adequate separation from street intersections.

Y

A3.8.4 – Vehicle circulation areas avoid headlights shining into habitable rooms within the
development and adjoining properties.

Y

A3.8.5 – Driveway width is kept to a functional minimum, relative to the traffic volumes and
entry/egress requirements.

Y

A3.8.6 – Driveways designed for two way access to allow for vehicles to enter the street in
forward gear where:
the driveway serves more than 10 dwellings
the distance from an on-site car parking to the street is 15m or more OR
the public street to which it connects is designated as a primary distributor, district distributor
or integrated arterial road.

Y

A3.8.7 – Walls, fences and other structures truncated or reduced to no higher than 0.75m
within 1.5m of where walls, fences, other structures adjoin vehicle access points where a
driveway meets a public street and where two streets intersect (refer Figure 3.8a).

Y

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

A 6m wide entrance/exit to the public carpark is
provided to The Esplanade.
A 6m wide entrance/exit to both building car parks is
provided via the private road.

ELEMENT 3.9

CAR AND BICYCLE PARKING
ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

ACHIEVED? Y/N
APPLICANT

O3.9.1 – Parking and facilities are provided for cyclists and other modes of transport.

Y

O3.9.2 – Car parking provision is appropriate to the location, with reduced provision possible
in areas that are highly walkable and/or have good public transport or cycle networks and/or
are close to employment centres.

Y

O3.9.3 – Car parking is designed to be safe and accessible.

Y

O3.9.4 – The design and location of car parking minimises negative visual and environmental
impacts on amenity and the streetscape.

Y

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

ACHIEVED? Y/N
APPLICANT

A3.9.1 – Secure, undercover bicycle parking is provided in accordance with Table 3.9 and
accessed via a continuous path of travel from the vehicle or cycle entry point.

Y

A3.9.2 – Parking is provided for cars and motorcycles in accordance with Table 3.9.

Y

A3.9.3 – Maximum parking provision does not exceed double the minimum number of bays
specified in Table 3.9

N/A

A3.9.4 – Car parking and vehicle circulation areas are designed in accordance with AS2890.1
(as amended) or the requirements of applicable local planning instruments.

Y

A3.9.5 – Car parking areas are not located within the street setback and are not visually
prominent from the street.

Y

A3.9.6 – Car parking is designed, landscaped or screened to mitigate visual impacts when
viewed from dwellings and private outdoor spaces.

Y

A3.9.7 – Visitor parking is clearly visible from the driveway, is signed ‘Visitor Parking’ and is
accessible from the primary entry or entries.

Y

A3.9.8 – Parking shade structures, where used, integrate with and complement the overall
building design and site aesthetics and have a low reflectance to avoid glare into apartments.

Y

A3.9.9 – Uncovered at-grade parking is planted with trees at a minimum rate of one tree per
four bays.

N/A

A3.9.10 – Basement parking does not protrude more than 1m above ground, and where it
protrudes above ground is designed or screened to prevent negative visual impact on the
streetscape.

ASESSOR

Y

ASSESSOR

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

Refer to the common design guidelines assessment at
Appendix A of the Planning Report.

ELEMENT 4.1

SOLAR AND DAYLIGHT ACCESS
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.1.1 – In climate zones 4, 5 and 6: the development is sited and designed to optimise the
number of dwellings receiving winter sunlight to private open space and via windows to
habitable rooms.

Y

O4.1.2 – Windows are designed and positioned to optimise daylight access for habitable
rooms.

Y

O4.1.3 – The development incorporates shading and glare control to minimise heat gain and
glare:
 from mid-spring to autumn in climate zones 4, 5 and 6 AND
 year-round in climate zones 1 and 3.

Y

ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.1.1 – In climate zones 4, 5 and 6 only:
a) Dwellings with a northern aspect are maximised, with a minimum of 70 per cent of
dwellings having living rooms and private open space that obtain at least 2 hours
direct sunlight between 9am and 3pm on 21 June AND
b) A maximum of 15 per cent of dwellings in a building receiving no direct sunlight
between 9am and 3pm on 21 June.

Y

A4.1.2 – Every habitable room has at least one window in an external wall, visible from all
parts of the room, with a glazed area not less than 10 per cent of the floor area and
comprising a minimum of 50 per cent of clear glazing.

Y

A4.1.3 – Lightwells and/or skylights do not form the primary source of daylight to any
habitable room.

Y

A4.1.4 – The building is oriented and incorporates external shading devices in order to:
 minimise direct sunlight to habitable rooms:
o between late September and early March in climate zones 4, 5 and 6 only AND
o in all seasons in climate zones 1 and 3
 permit winter sun to habitable rooms in accordance with A 4.1.1 (a).

Y

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

96% of dwellings within the proposal obtain at least 2
hours of direct sunlight between 9am & 3pm on 21
June.
Every habitable room in each apartment has at least 1
window on an external wall, with the minor exception of
some single aspect single bedroom apartments.
Floor plates of the level above provides sufficient
shading to balconies.

ELEMENT 4.2

NATURAL VENTILATION
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.2.1 – Development maximises the number of apartments with natural ventilation.

Y

O4.2.2 – Individual dwellings are designed to optimise natural ventilation of habitable rooms.

Y

O4.2.3 – Single aspect apartments are designed to maximise and benefit from natural
ventilation.

Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.2.1 – Habitable rooms have openings on at least two walls with a straight line distance
between the centre of the openings of at least 2.1m.

Y

A4.2.2 –
a) A minimum 60 per cent of dwellings are, or are capable of, being naturally cross
ventilated in the first nine storeys of the building
b) Single aspect apartments included within the 60 per cent minimum at (a) above must
have:
• ventilation openings oriented between 45o – 90o of the prevailing cooling wind
direction AND
• room depth no greater than 3 × ceiling height
c) For dwellings located at the 10th storey or above, balconies incorporate high and low
level ventilation openings.

Y

A4.2.3 – The depth of cross-over and cross-through apartments with openings at either end
and no openings on side walls does not exceed 20m.

Y

A4.2.4 – No habitable room relies on lightwells as the primary source of fresh-air.

Y

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

The majority of apartments have openings on at least 2
walls.
65% of apartments achieve cross ventilation.
All single aspect apartments have a depth below 20m,
with studio apartments having bedrooms with operable
screen walls to ensure natural light penetration.

ELEMENT 4.3

SIZE AND LAYOUT OF DWELLINGS
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.3.1 – The internal size and layout of dwellings is functional with the ability to flexibly
accommodate furniture settings and personal goods, appropriate to the expected household
size.

Y

O4.3.2 – Ceiling heights and room dimensions provide for well-proportioned spaces that
facilitate good natural ventilation and daylight access.

Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.3.1 – Dwellings have a minimum internal floor area in accordance with Table 4.3a.

Y

A4.3.2 – Habitable rooms have minimum floor areas and dimensions in accordance with
Table 4.3b.

Y

A4.3.3 – Measured from the finished floor level to finished ceiling level, minimum ceiling
heights are:
 Habitable rooms – 2.7m
 Non-habitable rooms – 2.4m
All other ceilings meet or exceed the requirements of the NCC.

Y

A4.3.4 – The length of a single aspect open plan living area is equal to or less than 3 x the
ceiling height. An additional 1.8m length may be provided for a kitchen, where the kitchen is
the furthest point from the window in an open plan living area provided that the maximum
length does not exceed 9m.

Y

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

All bedrooms achieve minimum internal floor areas.
All master and other bedrooms comply with the
minimum area and dimension requirements.
The depth of single aspect apartments is less than 3 x
the ceiling height.

ELEMENT 4.4

PRIVATE OPEN SPACE AND BALCONIES
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.4.1 – Dwellings have good access to appropriately sized private open space that
enhances residential amenity.

Y

O4.4.2 – Private open space is sited, oriented and designed to enhance liveability for
residents.

Y

O4.4.3 – Private open space and balconies are integrated into the overall architectural form
and detail of the building.

Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.4.1 – Each dwelling has private open space accessed directly from a habitable room with
dimensions in accordance with Table 4.4.

Y

A4.4.2 – Where private open space requires screening to achieve visual privacy
requirements, the entire open space is not screened and any screening is designed such that
it does not obscure the outlook from adjacent living rooms.

Y

A4.4.3 – Design detailing, materiality and landscaping of the private open space is integrated
with or complements the overall building design.

Y

A4.4.4 – Services and fixtures located within private open space, including but not limited to
air-conditioner units and clothes drying, are not visible from the street and/or are integrated
into the building design.

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

Y

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.



2/3 bedroom apartments fronting the Esplanade
meet the minimum courtyard/balcony area and are
compliant with the minimum dimesion requirement.



1/2/3 bedroom apartments facing north, south, east
and towards the internal through road on both
podiums meet the minimum courtyard/balcony
area and are compliant with the minimum dimesion
requirement.



2/3 bedroom apartments within buildings meet
minimum balcony area qand are compliant with the
minimum dimension requirement.

ELEMENT 4.5

CIRCULATION AND COMMON SPACES
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.5.1 – Circulation spaces have adequate size and capacity to provide safe and convenient
access for all residents and visitors.

Y

O4.5.2 – Circulation and common spaces are attractive, have good amenity and support
opportunities for social interaction between residents.

Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.5.1 – Circulation corridors are a minimum 1.5m in width.

Y

A4.5.2 – Circulation and common spaces are designed for universal access.

Y

A4.5.3 – Circulation and common spaces are capable of passive surveillance, include good
sightlines and avoid opportunities for concealment.

Y

A4.5.4 – Circulation and common spaces can be illuminated at night without creating light
spill into the habitable rooms of adjacent dwellings.

Y

A4.5.4 – Bedroom windows and major openings to living rooms do not open directly onto
circulation or common spaces and are designed to ensure visual privacy and manage noise
intrusion.

Y

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.



All corridors and circulation of common areas are
compliant with the minimum width and have been
designed for universal access.



All apartments have been designed to not open to
common spaces.

ELEMENT 4.6

STORAGE
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.6.1 – Well-designed, functional and conveniently located storage is provided for each
dwelling.

ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.6.1 – Each dwelling has exclusive use of a separate, ventilated, weatherproof, bulky
goods storage area. This can be located either internally or externally to the dwelling with
dimensions in accordance with Table 4.6.

Y

A4.6.2 – Bulky good stores that are not directly accessible from the dwelling/private open
space are located in areas that are convenient, safe, well-lit, secure and subject to passive
surveillance.

Y

A4.6.3 – Storage provided separately from dwellings or within or adjacent to private open
space1, is integrated into the design of the building or open space and is not readily visible
from the public domain.

Y

(1)

ASESSOR

Y

ASSESSOR

Storage on/adjacent to private open space is additional to required open space area and dimensions.

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

Storerooms will be provided the residential basement
parking levels as well as within the ground floor levels
of the podiums.
All storerooms meet minimum dimension of 4m2
required under the Scarborough Design Guidelines.
Refer to common design guidelines assessment at
Appendix A of the Planning Report.

ELEMENT 4.7

MANAGING THE IMPACT OF NOISE
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.7.1 – The siting and layout of development minimises the impact of external noise
sources and provides appropriate acoustic privacy to dwellings and on-site open space.

Y

O4.7.2 – Acoustic treatments are used to reduce sound transfer within and between dwellings
and to reduce noise transmission from external noise sources.

Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.7.1 – Dwellings exceed the minimum requirements of the NCC, such as a rating under the
AAAC Guideline for Apartment and Townhouse Acoustic Rating (or equivalent).

Y

A4.7.2 – Potential noise sources such as garage doors, driveways, service areas, plant
rooms, building services, mechanical equipment, active communal open space and refuse
bins are not located adjacent to the external wall of habitable rooms or within 3m of a window
to a bedroom.

Y

A4.7.3 – Major openings to habitable rooms are oriented away or shielded from external
noise sources.

Y

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

Refer to supplied Acoustics Report prepared by
Stantec.

ELEMENT 4.8

DWELLING MIX
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.8.1 – A range of dwelling types, sizes and configurations is provided that caters for
diverse household types and changing community demographics.

ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.8.1 –
a) Dwelling mix is provided in accordance with the objectives, proportions or targets
specified in a local housing strategy or relevant local planning instrument OR
b) Where there is no local housing strategy, developments of greater than 10 dwellings
include at least 20 per cent of apartments of differing bedroom numbers.

Y

A4.8.2 – Different dwelling types are well distributed throughout the development, including a
mix of dwelling types on each floor.

Y

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

Y

ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

Refer to Section 4.4 of the Planning Report for
assessment against Development Policy 9 – Affordable
and Diverse Housing.

ELEMENT 4.9

UNIVERSAL DESIGN
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.9.1 – Development includes dwellings with universal design features providing dwelling
options for people living with disabilities or limited mobility and/or to facilitate ageing in place.

Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

A4.9.1 –
a) 20 per cent of all dwellings, across a range of dwelling sizes, meet Silver Level
requirements as defined in the Liveable Housing Design Guidelines (Liveable Housing
Australia) OR
b) (b) 5 per cent of dwellings are designed to Platinum Level as defined in the Liveable
Housing Design Guidelines (Liveable Housing Australia).
APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

APPLICANT

ASSESSOR

Y

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

Refer to Universal Access Statement prepared by
Milestone Certifiers.

ELEMENT 4.10 FAÇADE DESIGN
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.10.1 – Building façades incorporate proportions, materials and design elements that
respect and reference the character of the local area.

Y

O4.10.2 – Building façades express internal functions and provide visual interest when
viewed from the public realm.

Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.10.1 – Façade design includes:
 scaling, articulation, materiality and detailing at lower levels that reflect the scale,
character and function of the public realm
 rhythm and visual interest achieved by a combination of building articulation, the
composition of different elements and changes in texture, material and colour.

Y

A4.10.2 – In buildings with height greater than four storeys, façades include a defined base,
middle and top for the building.

Y

A4.10.3 – The façade includes design elements that relate to key datum lines of adjacent
buildings through upper level setbacks, parapets, cornices, awnings or colonnade heights.

Y

A4.10.4 – Building services fixtures are integrated in the design of the façade and are not
visually intrusive from the public realm.

Y

A4.10.5 – Development with a primary setback of 1m or less to the street includes awnings
that:
 define and provide weather protection to entries
 are integrated into the façade design
 are consistent with the streetscape character.

A4.10.6 – Where provided, signage is integrated into the façade design and is consistent with
the desired streetscape character.
APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

N/A

Y

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

The development incorporates a diversity of robust and
aesthetically pleasing materials.
The design of the building facade has been influenced
by the coastal environment – specifically sand dune
shapes and water ripples.
The facade is comprised of a series of clean and
curved white building elements dissected by glazing,
which is reflective of the sand dunes and crystal clear
water of Scarborough Beach.

ELEMENT 4.11 ROOF DESIGN
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.11.1 – Roof forms are well integrated into the building design and respond positively to
the street.

Y

O4.11.2 – Where possible, roof spaces are utilised to add open space, amenity, solar energy
generation or other benefits to the development.

Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.11.1 – The roof form or top of building complements the façade design and desired
streetscape character.

Y

A4.11.2 – Building services located on the roof are not visually obtrusive when viewed from
the street.

Y

A4.11.3 – Useable roof space is safe for users and minimises overlooking and noise impacts
on private open space and habitable rooms within the development and on adjoining sites.
APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

Y

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

The roof on the proposed development has been
designed to integrate into the building and be reflective
of the natural landscape of the adjacent sand dunes.
All services are screened from view.

ELEMENT 4.12 LANDSCAPE DESIGN
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.12.1 – Landscape design enhances streetscape and pedestrian amenity; improves the
visual appeal and comfort of open space areas; and provides an attractive outlook for
habitable rooms.

Y

O4.12.2 – Plant selection is appropriate to the orientation, exposure and site conditions and is
suitable for the adjoining uses.

Y

O4.12.3 – Landscape design includes water efficient irrigation systems and where
appropriate incorporates water harvesting or water re-use technologies.
O4.12.4 – Landscape design is integrated with the design intent of the architecture including
its built form, materiality, key functional areas and sustainability strategies.

Y
Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

A4.12.1 – Submission of a landscape plan prepared by a competent landscape designer.
This is to include a species list and irrigation plan demonstrating achievement of Waterwise
design principles.

APPLICANT

ASSESSOR

Y

A4.12.2 – Landscaped areas are located and designed to support mature, shade-providing
trees to open space and the public realm, and to improve the outlook and amenity to
habitable rooms and open space areas.

Y

A4.12.3 – Planting on building structures meets the requirements of Table 4.12.

Y

A4.12.4 – Building services fixtures are integrated in the design of the landscaping and are
not visually intrusive.

Y

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

Refer to Landscape Strategy prepared by
REALMstudios.

ELEMENT 4.13 ADAPTIVE REUSE
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.13.1 – New additions to existing buildings are contemporary and complementary and do
not detract from the character and scale of the existing building.

N/A

O4.13.2 – Residential dwellings within an adapted building provide good amenity for
residents, generally in accordance with the requirements of this policy.

N/A
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.13.1 – New additions to buildings that have heritage value do not mimic the existing form
and are clearly identifiable from the original building.

N/A

A4.13.2 – New additions complement the existing building by referencing and interpreting the
scale, rhythm and materiality of the building.

N/A

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

N/A.

ELEMENT 4.14 MIXED USE
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.14.1 – Mixed use development enhances the streetscape and activates the street.

Y

O4.14.2 – A safe and secure living environment for residents is maintained through the
design and management of the impacts of non-residential uses such as noise, light, odour,
traffic and waste.

Y

ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.14.1 – Where development is located within a mixed use area designated within the local
planning framework, ground floor units are designed for future adaption to non-residential
uses.

N/A

A4.14.2 – Ground floor uses including non-commercial uses, such as communal open space,
habitable rooms, verandahs and courtyards associated with ground floor dwellings, address,
enhance and activate the street.

Y

A4.14.3 – Non-residential space in mixed use development is accessed via the street
frontage and/or primary entry as applicable.

Y

A4.14.4 – Non-residential floor areas provided in mixed use development has sufficient
provision for parking, waste management, and amenities to accommodate a range of retail
and commercial uses in accordance with the requirements

Y

A4.14.5 – Mixed use development is designed to mitigate the impacts of non-residential uses
on residential dwellings, and to maintain a secure environment for residents.

Y

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

Proposed development is a mixed use development
which incorporates the following non-residential
components:
 Ground floor café/shop facing the Esplanade.
 Public lookout and community room above the
ground floor café/shop.
 Two retail tenancies adjacent to thepublic
lookout level.
 Restaurant/wine bar above public lookout and
community room space.

ELEMENT 4.15 ENERGY EFFICIENCY
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.15.1 – Reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions from the
development.

ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.15.1 –
a) Incorporate at least one significant energy efficiency initiative within the development that
exceeds minimum practice (refer Design Guidance) OR
b) All dwellings exceed the minimum NATHERS requirement for apartments by 0.5 stars.1

Y

(1)

ASESSOR

Y

ASSESSOR

Compliance with the NCC requires that development shall achieve an average star-rating across all dwellings that meets or exceeds a
nominated benchmark, and that each unit meets or exceeds a slightly lower benchmark. Compliance with this Acceptable Outcome requires
that each unit exceeds that lower benchmark by at least half a star.

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

The design achieves the 5 star Green Star rating.
Refer to ESD report prepared by Cundall.

ELEMENT 4.16 WATER MANAGEMENT AND CONSERVATION
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.16.1 – Minimise potable water consumption throughout the development.

Y

O4.16.2 – Stormwater runoff from small rainfall events is managed on-site, wherever
practical.

Y

O4.16.3 – Reduce the risk of flooding so that the likely impacts of major rainfall events will be
minimal.

Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.16.1 – Dwellings are individually metered for water usage.

Y

A4.16.2 – Stormwater runoff generated from small rainfall events is managed on-site.

Y

A4.16.3 – Provision of an overland flow path for safe conveyance of runoff from major rainfall
events to the local stormwater drainage system.

Y

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

The proposed 5 star Green Rating of the development
will influence the water management practices of the
building. Other matters will be resolved during detailed
design.
Refer to ESD report prepared by Cundall.

ELEMENT 4.17 WASTE MANAGEMENT
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.17.1 – Waste storage facilities minimise negative impacts on the streetscape, building
entries and the amenity of residents.

Y

O4.17.2 – Waste to landfill is minimised by providing safe and convenient bins and
information for the separation and recycling of waste.

Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.17.1 – Waste storage facilities are provided in accordance with the Better Practice
considerations of the WALGA Multiple Dwelling Waste Management Plan Guidelines (or local
government requirements where applicable).

Y

A4.17.2 – A Level 1 Waste Management Plan (Design Phase) is provided in accordance with
the WALGA Multiple Dwelling Waste Management Plan Guidelines - Appendix 4A (or
equivalent local government requirements).

Y

A4.17.3 – Sufficient area is provided to accommodate the required number of bins for the
separate storage of green waste, recycling and general waste in accordance with the WALGA
Multiple Dwelling Waste Management Plan Guidelines - Level 1 Waste Management Plan
(Design Phase) (or local government requirements where applicable).

Y

A4.17.4 – Communal waste storage is sited and designed to be screened from view from the
street, open space and private dwellings.

Y

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

Bin storage area is provided within the podiums of the
development and are accessible from the north of the
site.
Refer to Waste Assessment prepared by Tallis.

ELEMENT 4.18 UTILITIES
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ELEMENT OBJECTIVES

Development is to achieve the following Element Objectives

APPLICANT

O4.18.1 –The site is serviced with power, water, gas (where available), wastewater, fire
services and telecommunications/broadband services that are fit for purpose and meet
current performance and access requirements of service providers.

Y

O4.18.2 – All utilities are located such that they are accessible for maintenance and do not
restrict safe movement of vehicles or pedestrians.

Y

O4.18.3 – Utilities, such as distribution boxes, power and water meters are integrated into
design of buildings and landscape so that they are not visually obtrusive from the street or
open space within the development.

Y

O4.18.4 – Utilities within individual dwellings are of a functional size and layout and located to
minimise noise or air quality impacts on habitable rooms and balconies.

Y
ACHIEVED? Y/N

ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES

Acceptable Outcome pathway may not be applicable where a performance solution is provided

APPLICANT

A4.18.1 – Utilities that must be located within the front setback, adjacent to the building entry
or on visible parts of the roof are integrated into the design of the building, landscape and/or
fencing such that they are accessible for servicing requirements but not visually obtrusive.

Y

A4.18.2 – Developments are fibre-to-premises ready, including provision for installation of
fibre throughout the site and to every dwelling.

Y

A4.18.3 – Hot water units, air-conditioning condenser units and clotheslines are located such
that they can be safely maintained, are not visually obtrusive from the street and do not
impact on functionality of outdoor living areas or internal storage.

Y

A4.18.4 – Laundries are designed and located to be convenient to use, secure, weatherprotected and well-vented; and are of an overall size and dimension that is appropriate to the
size of the dwelling.

Y

APPLICANT COMMENT

ASESSOR

ASSESSOR

ASSESSOR COMMENT

Outline the rationale demonstrating that the proposal has met the Element Objectives, through either a performance based solution
or using the Acceptable Outcomes. The Design Guidance provided in the policy may be of assistance.

Essential services like fire boosters are provided to
Reserve Street, and other service facilities are located
within building.
All units have laundry facilities.
Services for the building are centralised, with plant
within the building form, or on the roof and screened.
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